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New businesses promote local economy and employment

Volume 101. Issue 25
WWWBGNEV.

Colorado
murder suspect
in custody

By Alexandria Clark
Reporter

murder of a woman

\cu businesses in u>un create
new jobs and boost the Howling
Green economy.
Wal-Mart Super! cnlci opened

he dragged behind

in 1993and expanded fts store on

his vehicle | Page 5

May Hi, which created 1 H) new
jobs. I'be expansion also resulted
in an increase in revenue lor the

Anti-terror

local economy.

Man charged with the

More new jobsare fulfilling the
employment needs nl the nearlv
31,1100 students at the University
and helps the economj prosper,
Starbucks, another new business, on East Woostei Street,
opened NcplcmlierH.
"Starbucks offers great employ
ment opportunities lot students,
BUCh as great benefits lor insuranceand room togrow within the
company," said llachcKiranadcr.

manager.

Starbucks can beagood opportunity for stiideui employment,
hut also can aid the local economy, Granader said.
We're a multi-billion-dollar
company, so ol course we ate
going to contribute to the HG
economy," Granader said. "Hut
we also contribute to the community's economy by being involved
In charity land] community proj-

ects liec Ktse it's engaging lo he
part of functions that are in the
community."
Starbucks gels involved with
city charity groups, such as
I lahitat for I lumanity. I his estab
lishmenl volunteers the time for
these flint lions and donates sin
lin every hour spent on vnluii-

teerism.

end nl August.
Chipoue'S training manager.
Tuau I'ham, said this establishment is a great assel to a local
area by aiding local farming businesses and other surrounding

businesses,
"i his establishment is exactly
the best place for students who
wain employment because of the

And Bowling Green welcomed
vet another new business ,11 the

See BUSINESSES Page 2

wiretaping bill

recently revised

Locals cry
out against
wage rates

Senate representative
rewrites wiretapping
bill during an attack
| Page 5

Thailand ruler
postpones
elections

By Megan Schmidt

Current leader holds
off on elections,

The clinic, which offers support and relaxation techniques,
lias three groups which meet mi
separate days ofthe week.
Both said exercise and healthy
eating can also prevent stress.
Cathy Swick. associate director of the BGSU rec center, said
exercise is crucial IO a healthy
lifestyle
Swick encourages students to
take advantage ol the rec centei
facilities and the I ilvvcll Center.
which oilers equipment orientation and personal training
Swick said It's important to take
small steps
"The rule of thumb is to gradually Increase," she said. Make a
realistic plan."
In addition to exercise. Barb

For many, the question of rais
ing Ohio's minimum wage
is all about bets, lignies and
budgets.
What makes the issue
urgent is not how it aliens
businesses, but how it in
lively impacts the community,
said Bob Lynn, organizer for
Toledo Area fobs with lustice,
a coalition of labor and social
justice groups
Lynn stressed the importance ol passing Issue 2, which
proposes raising Ohio's minimum wage from $5.15 to stun,
at last night's Wood County
Forum at the Mood County
Public Library
"When we allow someone
to work lull time in a lielowpoverty level job. it negatively
affects ns as a lonimimily"
he said. "We need to look at
what is good tin \incrnans.ini
wiirketsand Iiir people, not just
what is good lor bus
( urrently, a person working
fortheniinimumwage- an hour - earns $10,712 per
year — nowhere near enough
to provide for a family, and
often not enough to provide
for oneself Lynn said
"They want you to believe
thai it's all teenagers winking
these jobs, but that's not true.
Lynn said.
statistics show thai 711 pel
cent of those who make minimum wagi ire over the age ol
20, he said.
Sixty percent ol minimum
wage earners are Female,
which Lynn said Includes
many single mothers.
Basialynn.organi/.erloi the
ibtedo \iea Ministries, said
a minimum wage increase
would relieve single mothers
who are currently on welfare
because they cannoi afford
basic necessities like housing
for their families.
"So many moms are working full time and are still below
the poverty level,'' she said.

See STRESS'Page 2

See WAGE! Page 2

causing rift with other
nations | Page 8

Rof low keeps
up her stellar
performance
I BG cross country runner Jamie Roflow is
BG News' athlete of
the week | Page 9

BG runners
from around
the world
Two of BG's cross
country runners give
a bit of insight to
the life of a runner in

Don't stress! Relax

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

I'm breathing in. I'm breathing
out. My hands are warm and
heavy.
Room 314 of the Student Union
was quiet last night. Students
sat in a conference room, eyes

dosed, hands in their laps, llsten-

Interview
tips for jobs
Hint: Employers
are looking tor
experience in the
work force and what
value a person can
offer the company
over what degree the
job seeker holds
Page 3

Should the government tax fatty foods
to help curb obesity?

ingto |nhn l.nmhardo.
"I'm breathing in. I'm breathing out." he said. Tm enjoying
this calm feeling.''
Lornbardo was leading a relaxation technique,
He hoped it would help students in ,ii tendance deal with the
stress that conies with college
life.
And with the first wavcol tests
and papers coming up, students
could use some relaxation techniques when thoughts of failure
and panic ensue.
Iiiinhatdo's exercise was pan

HEIDI FARLESS.
HDFS
"No, because that's
people's own free
choice if they want to
eat that kind of food"

1*9*4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 67. Low: 52

A
TOMORROW
Showers
High: 69, Low: 52

k

test tomorrow. I was hoping this would help,
and it did a little."

ol lasi night's 6 O'clock Series ill
the Bowen rhompson Student
Union, which informed students
how lo cope with their stress and
stay healthy in college
Krisia Brown, freshman, is nevi
to such a heavy workload, and the
stress it brings to her life.
"I have a paper due on Friday
A\W\ i have a tesi tomorrow," she
said.
I was hoping this would
help, and it did a little."
I.nmhardoand Dr. Betty Yarns.
just two of the panelists, gave si ii
dent si ike Brow mips to cope with

their stress.
Varris. also a counselor at the

Hi,sii Counseling Center, compared Stress to stubbing,i toe.
"If you stub your toe and you
gel anxious about it, you wool
, are lin ii. if MHI stub your toe
and you Ignore ii, you won't care
ini it." Varris said
I he trick, she said, is to learn
what makes you Stressed, what
your thought patterns are and
what reactions you typically
have.
The key to changing your reactions to stress, such as oveic.it
ing or anxiety, is to change your
thought pun ess
I ombardo and Yarris advise

Archivist makes WOrld-claSS tower of music
By Kara Ohngien
Senior Reporter

1

"I have a paper due on Friday and I have a

William Schurk lias always
thought of records as his first
true love
After graduating from the
University in 1966, then attending Case Western Reserve to
study library science, he was
ret ruiled to head up the
University's audio center — a
collection of sound recordings,
"I wanted it to be world class
and of course it has become
world class because of my
efforts, my interests and the
support from the Heroine]
library and the University,"
Schurk said.
"My interest in popular music
and recordings was known at
BCSU and I used that to my full
advantage when I first started
the collection," he said,
What is now known as the
Sound Recordings Archives,
located on the third floor of
Jerome Library, currently hous-

es more than 700,000 populai
recordings and other populai
documentations. It has grown
into the country's largest academic library ol recorded popular music, according to the
archives'literature.
Originally from Cleveland,
Schurk has been an avid record

collector for 55 years
In developing the Popular
Culture Library, the Music
library
and
the
Sound
Recordings Archives (all located within Jerome Library),
Schurk worked very closely
with Hay Browne. Browne is
responsible for bringing the
Popular Culture program lo the
University and allowed Schurk
the freedom to collect popular
recordings.
"I'he primary purpose ofthe
Sound Recordings Archives
in to collect, preserve, and
make accessible the wealth of
popular music materials to all
scholars, including interested
community members, BGSU

William

students who are challenged with
stress issues to go to the stress
dinic on campus

Leftist leader takes shot at Bush
By Kim Gamel
The Associated Press

Schurk
Chief archivist and
cataloguer at the
Music Library

UNITED
NATIONS
—
Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez look his verbal bailie
with the United States to the floor

of the U.N. General Assembly
students and faculty, and visit
ing researchers." according lo
the Sound Recordings Archill's
pamphlet. "Although the materials do not circulate, they are
available lo any researcher loi
iinsiic consultation."
As the chief archivist and
catalogcr, Schurk's duties at
the archives have pretty much
staved the same since 1967. He
acquires materials for the collection using University funds.
several foundation accounts
and a large number of gilts
fie has also made some of his
most exciting discoveries at flea
markets, garage sales and ihrift
stores.
See LIBRARIAN .'iqe2

"The devil came here
yesterday. He came
here as if he were
owner of the world."

on yesterday, calling President

Bush "the devil
The impassioned speech by
the leftist leader came a day
after Bush and Iranian President
Mall moud
A b mad i ncjad
sparred over Tehran's disputed
nuclear program but managed
to avoid a personal encounter.
"The devil came here yesterday," Chavez said, referring to
Bush's address on Tuesday and
making the sign ofthe cross He
Came here talking as if be wcic
the owner ol the world."
Standing at the podium.
Chavez quipped that a day after
Bush's appearance: "In this very
s|Kit it smells like sulfur still."
Chavez held up a book by
American leftist writer Noam

Chomsky
Hegemony
or
Survival: America's Quest for
Global Dominance" and recommended it to everyone in the
General Assembly.
The leftist leader, who has
joined Iran and Cuba in opposing US. influence, accused
Washington of "domination,
exploitation and pillage of peoples of the world."
We appeal to the people of
the United States and the world
to halt this threat, which is like
a sword hanging over our bead,"
he said.
Chavez drew tentative giggles

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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STRESS

Hoffman recommends a
good night's sleep, breakfast in
the morningand a constant eating routine.
These healthy earing practices
and exercise can help students
deal with the stress college brings.
Next week's 6 O'clock series
at the Student Union is titled
"Facebook Communication".
Lindsay Baker, a Student
Union programming intern,
urges students to come to the
program to learn how Facebook
might affect us more than we
may think.

From Page 1
I Ioffman, health promotion
coordinator at the BGSU Health
Center, stressed the importance
of healthy eating
"Students are so afraid they're
going to gain the Freshman 15."
she said.
But Hoffman said with the
change of eating and drinking habits, students often
do gain weight during their
freshman year.
Caffeine consumption, fast
food and alcohol are main contributors to weight gain.
"One beer a day, every day for
a year is equivalent to that 15
pound gain," she said.
But Hoffman said with a little
self-control, students can avoid
weight gain.
"The is no bad food." she said.
"It's the issue of moderation."

60 Clock Series Info
THE BGSU STRESS CLINIC:
Session heid Monday i 00-5 50
pm, Wednesday 12.00 -150 pm.
and Thursday 500-630 pm al
the BGSU Counseling Center. «50
SMoVmirc

From Page 1

JESSE WARD

FILMING LIFE ON BOWLING GREEN'S CAMPUS
SHOOTING: Brandon Cox. Senior. Telecommunications frames his next shot infront of West Hall while worling on a project for hts
Video two class Wednesday night

LIBRARIAN
From Paqe 2
"I know where all of the
junk shops are in Northwest

Ohio .ind Cleveland," Schurk
Mid There are a couple of
neat record shops in Toledo
thai I frequent, and of course
Finders and Madhattet Musii
in Bowling Green."
He keeps track of all the
records he accumulates and
carries a few lists with him

when hunting for new records
in an attempt to limit buying
duplicate copies of the same
recording.
Aside from gathering the
bulk of the materials for the
archives, Schurk is also the sole
cataloger.
"I'lhe Sound Recordings
Archtvesl are respected and
highly recognized for the quality and quantity of cataloging
that we do," Schurk said. "We
haw another huge room downstairs besides this floor filled

with material that needs cataloging"
Schurk also spends much of
his day doing reference work,
answering questions by phone
and e-mail from his recordladen desk. Inquiries will
include 'I'm looking for someone who performed such and
such song,' 'I need a list of songs
about something,' 'I need songs
by a certain person,' or How
many versions of a certain song
do you have and how are they
performed?'he said.

Victims' relatives unhappy with club
owners' sentence, deemed too light
By Eric Tucker
The Associated Press
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — The
owners of a nightclub where
a 2003 fire killed 100 people
will plead no contest to involuntary manslaughter charges,
and only one will have to serve
prison time, their lawyer said
yesterday. Victims' relatives
were outraged.
Kathleen I lagerty said leffrej
and Michael Derderian will
enter the pleas more than 3 1/2

years aftei pyrotechnics ignited
foam soundproofing as a 19H0s
heat y metal band started playing at The Station nightclub.
Hagetty confirmed Michael
I lerderian will serve 4 years in a
minimum security prison, with
eligibility for a work release progi.iin, and that Jeffrey Derderian
will receive a suspended 10-year
sentence
Relatives
were furious
about what they considered to
be light punishments for the
brothers' role in the fourth-

%

deadliest fire in U.S. history,
a tragedy that touched untold
thousands of people in the
nation's smallest state.
"I can't believe the attorney
general is just going to stand
by and saj OK to this,'' said
Diane Marten, whose 29-yearold daughter, Tammy Matterallousa, died in the fire.
Ilagcrtv
confirmed
the
pleas alter WJAR-TV and The
Providence lournal reported on
a letter Attorney General Patrick
Lynch wrote to families of those
killed to announce the plea
deal. A spokesman for 1 yncb did
not immediately return phone
messages seeking comment;
media reported that Lynch was
in.iking calls to family members
yesterday night.
Lynch says in the letter that
lie objects to the sentences that
Superior Court Judge I'rancis
I ),uigan has said he will give the
Derderians.
"Most significantly. I strongly disagree with the Court's
intention to sentence Jeffrey

Derderian to less than jail."
he wrote. He added, however,
that the plea deals mean the
brothers arc accepting criminal
responsibility "despite months
of denials."
The Derderians will change
their pleas on Sept. 29 and could
be sentenced that day. according to the letter.
Many relatives of victims,
including Robert
Bruyere,
whose stepdaughter, Bonnie
llamelin, died in the fire, said
they learned about the plea
from news reports.
Lynch "better hope I don't see
him in person, because I'll be in
jail," Bruyere said in a telephone
interview as his wife, Claire,
sobbed in the background.
The plea comes as jury
selection was under way for
Michael Dcrderian's criminal
trial; his brother's trial was to
have followed.
"All I can say is that Jeffrey
and Michael Derderian are
looking to put a resolution to
this," I lagerty said.
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Girl recovers from spooky shooting

Fn

"Why do you think they need
aid? Because they can't make
enough money to live."
Bob Lynn said opponents of
the increase try to spark fear in
young people, by telling them
raising minimum wage will
eliminate (heir part-time jobs
in restaurants and retail.
"Jobs in restaurants and
hotels can never be outsourced, even if it's the backbreaking work that no one
wants to do." he said.
Steve Chaffin, organizer for
Working families Win, said
those who worry the increase
will negatively affect the economy simply have it backwards.
"People are feeling the
crunch with the rising price
of gas and the cost of health
care." he said. "This will only
help what has been a squeezing of the middle class."
Lynn said Ohioans make
too many excuses for keeping
the minimum wage at $5.15.
"People say it interferes
with the free market, but we
already interfere with it all the
time by giving tax exempts to
corporations," he said. "We
give away corporate welfare,
but you don't hear an outcry
about that."

COLUMBUS (API — A 17-yearold girl is making strides in her
recovery from being shot in the
head outside a house she and her
friends considered spooky, her

parents said
Rachel Batezinsky has made
"tremendous progress" since
transferring to a rehabilitation
center at Columbus Children's
Hospital, her parents said in a
news release yesterday.
Barezinsky was critically
wounded Aug. 22 after she and
fourfriendsweresneakingaround
the house, which sits across the
street from a cemetery.
Allen Davis, 40, who lives
in the home with his mother,
has pleaded not guilty to five
counts of felonious assault. He
has admitted in jailhouse interviews that he fired a rifle from
a window of the house at the
carload of girls, whom he considered trespassers and juvenile
delinquents, but said he did not
intend to harm them.
The girl's family and the
hospital released a set of photographs showing Barezinsky
working with therapists, using
her arms to support herself on
parallel bars, and high-fiving
hospital staff workers from a
wheelchair. In the photos,
Barezinsky's bead is protected

PHOTO PROVIDE0

»P PHOTO

RECOVERY: lii this photo released by the
Barezinsky lamily. patient Rachel Barezinsky.
front, center, works with her therapists
Angela Meyer, left. Stephanie Taranto. bad
center and Mandy Barnes, right

by a helmet and her face is not
shown.
Barezinsky. of Worthington,
a Columbus suburb, was transferred to Children's Hospital on
Sept. 12 after spending three
weeks at Ohio State University
Medical Center.
Her family declined to
release further details on her
condition.

(Across From Taco Bell)
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its location because it is right
off of 1-75. We're a county seat,
friendly community, vibrant
down town, and the University,"
Kilpatrick said.
Prospering businesses contribute to the local economy
and diversity in products and
services provided to the residents. This encourages people
in the community to shop and
dine locally, Kilpatrick said.
However Kilpatrick, along
with Sue Clanton the assistant to the director of the BG
Community
Development
Foundation, said even though
the retail and food stores
have helped the communityS
economy prosper, the factories and manufacturers enormously affect the survival of
the economy.
"As far as living wages, factories and the manufacturing
industries will provide a stable
living for a local resident — not
jobs like working lor a pizza parlor," Clanton said. "Tor a college
student the new retail or food
businesses are a great asset for
them, though."
Clanton focuses on attracting manufacturing industries
to come to BG and to help
them grow.
One automotive industry
that just was established in BG
in 200<i is called Yen kc, and it
is a great asset for someone to
actually make a living off of and
will help the community itself
survive," Clanton said.

1:56 p.m.
Clou i'i' "t reported
motorcy
.ometime between 9 a.m. and 2 pm.
Monday.
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night in Klotz
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** C^^53© (r\jj$& NITROGEN WITH ANY NEW TIRE PURCHASE
i When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman?

flexible hours during the school
year, and when they go home
for the summer, they can go to
another Chipotlc chain to work
for in the summer," Pham said.
In addition to new businesses
helping the community's economy prosper, these establishments arc helped to flourish by
supporting networks within the
community.
"Wehelpbusinesses' retention
by aiding them with marketing
and business plans. We encourage them to get involved in city
events, hold monthly meetings
to help them prosper on giving
them ideas and Information to
be successful in their business,"
said Earlcnc Kilpatrick, director
of Main Street Bowling Green.
As director since 1998,
Kilpatrick has seen many new
businesses flourish, which has
increased the community's
economy greatly.
"In the year of 2000 BG had
only a handful of restaurants,
but currently it has 22 sites,"
Kilpatrick said.
Kilpatrick says that not only
the com munity'scconomy benefits from the new businesses,
but the businesses benefit off
the community itself.
"So many businesses have
come and still are coming to litI
because of the dynamics that
BG's community offers, such as

TUESDAY
10:08 a.m.
lit? patient reported to be
uncooperative at Wood County
Hospital.
10:27 9M.
' reported to be threaten' ti Ridge Elementary.
10:55 a.m.
lent reported backpack was
Irom the music building.
11 a.m.
Two mate subjects warned for
ung a customer at a South
College Drive store.
11:41 a.m.
ported
to be taking money from Andys
Hot Dogs on East Wooster

from a Troup Street
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Governor candidates debate future of education

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS

7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Texas Hold Em Registration
Union Info Center

COLOR: Ten African
American Artists
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
2:30-3:4
Tech Trends - Best Practices
in the use of DVSS
115 Olscamp

Artist Lecture: Robert
Peppers
1101 Fine Arts

Kappa Delta Sorority Open
Recruitment
Kappa Delta Sorority House
LISTEN UP: Oho Republican candidate Kenneth Blackwefl. left, debates with Democratic opponent Ted

) increase state funding for schools yesterday in Cleveland

Strickland plan:

Blackwell plan:

I
I

l

I
I

Establish 15-member Ohio Board of Education Review to come up with a child-centered
school funding system that meets the constitutional requirements of being "thorough and
efficient" and allows state education dollars to follow individual children to the schools of
their choice.
Take the boards plan to voters in the form of a constitutional amendment.
Until the constitutional amendment is ready, seek legislative appioval to allocate 65 percent of state education spending to m-classroom instruction - rather than extracurricular
and operational expenses - increasing spending by $1.2 billion (or teachers, teachers'
aides, general instruction supplies, field trips, athletics, music and art. as well as special
education.
Create a $500 million fund from proceeds from the sale of the Ohio Turnpike to improve
science, technology, engineering and math programs at universities and high schools
Increase access to nigher education by promoting more online, night and remote instruction
Create the Project Partnership for Preparedness, led by business, to better dovetail college instruction to business needs ana commercial research opportunities.
Establish Protect Finish in Four, led by leaders in higher education, to explore ways of
allowing students to qet a bachelor's degree in four years
Challenge the Ohio Board of Regents to create premier educational centers.
Eliminate duplicative course offerings by making classes at community colleges transferable to four-year programs.
Initiate higher education choice option that links state dollars to the student rather than
the institution.

Creed on Campus

Establish an Early Childhood Cabinet that sets and coordinates state policy and
programs serving Ohio children ages prenatal to 6. Unite key state agencies around
a common goal of promoting school readiness.
Invest an additional $50 million to expand access to early childhood education for

5- and 4-year-olds.
Accelerate statewide implementation of Step Up To Quality. Ohios consumer early
care rating system and early childhood teacher professional development initiative.
Pursue all-day kindergarten statewide by pursuing incentives through the state basic
aid formula that encourages local school districts to expand its availability.
Create a Knowledge Bank, in which the state would provide $500 in a savings
account to every child born in Ohio, and contribute 5100 every year thereafter.
amounting to at least $4,000 when a student is ready to begin college More will be
contributed for those at or below the poverty level.
Establish two- and four-year tuition guarantees at institutions of higher education in
exchange for state support, as a way of providing tuition predictability for families
Improve teacher training so that teachers are qualified in the subjects they teach.
I Create a more rigorous primary and secondary curriculum that better prepares Ohio
students with knov/ledge and skills relevant to the working world.
Seek to double funding to boost online and distance learning technologies.
I Support community and technical colleges and Ohio's adult career centers to
develop credit courses to boost entrepreneurship and business survival skills geared
to small business owners, managers and workers

201A Union

Guest Artist: Janice Minor,
clarinet
College of Musical Arts

Students for Cultural
Diversity Meeting
205 Olscamp

Princeton follows
suit, eliminates
early admissions
By William L»mb
MCT

7

nterview jitters Show your skills and value to employers
By Tcres.i M. Mc Air .ivy

if you're majoring In phflosophy,
take heart. And ii you're studying economics, dorfl be so confident you've got a bright future
|ust because of your major.
What's printed on your
diploma isn't as Important as
having real skills you can applj
on the job.
Veteran business strategist
David Lorenzo said he's sure
of it.
"It doesn't matter if you're a
liberal arts or science major.
It's really about focusing on
building a body of experiences, skills and knowledge
that will let the employer light
up like a pinball machine
when you're in an interview,"
Lorenzo said.
The former corporate consul-

w.

tant who now works with the
Gallup Organization recent)]
talked about what workplace
skills students should he honing

during their college years,
Q. What do employers look for
Iroin recent graduates?
The kind of thing recruiters or employers go absolutely
nuts for is when (hey hear a new
graduate or recent graduate talk

about adding value
Q. Can you give an example?
Think of times you've helped

someone else or other people
fulfill their potential. Maybe
you tutored others in college.
Teaching is leading.
It's about using a specific
example of thai type of role during your interview. Stories about
creating value are phenomenal.
I've worked with kids who leveraged that into great jobs.
Q. What other skills are valued?

y<»t fiw?

Womm blink nearly
rVie* as *u6k as **■*

Be able to show thai you can
fix things thai are broken. Mot
the leg nl a table, but a system or
process thai can be fixed forever.
verj fevt people can do that, and
even fewer can demonstrate it In
a job Interview.
I was working with a kid
on this. We talked a lot and il
turned out thai the mail deliver) system in his college dorm
was horrible, lie rolled up his
Sleeves and went down to the
mailroom. and within weeks it
was fixed.
That's something that doesn't
go on your resume, but thai you
have to talk ahoiu because ii gets
employers fired up and makes
them remembei you.
Q. What else should applicants try to get across during an
interview?
Employers value people who
can get things staitcd. Show ini-
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Sports Rehab
Do You Want to Work With Athletes?
Logon's Deportment ot Sports & Rehabilitation is designed to assist stuaen's n the
management ot fipjnes & assist in the treatment ot patients in a cBnco seting

Master's Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation
► Unique Dual-Degree MS /DC i Independent Graduate Degree Formats
► Develop Skills in the Assessment, treatment, Conditioning i Iniury
Management ol Athletes
► Work with Professional, Collegiate S High School Sports learns
► Learn from Experts in Sports Medicine 8 Sports Chiropractic
► treat palienls in Ihe state-of-the-art MCHKUM Sports S
Rehabilitation Cenler
If you ate looking lot a catec m healthcare offering tremendous
personal satsfoction, professional success ond an income commensurate
with your position as a Doc'or ol Chiropractic, contoct Logan University today!

"The kind of thing recruiters or employers
go absolutely nuts for is when they hear
a new graduate or recent graduate talk
about adding value."

Following the lead of liar.,nd
University,
Princeton
University announced Monday
thai it will eliminate its early
admissions program next year,
doing away with a policy thai
school officials said puts low
income and minority applicant- ai a disadvantage.
Princeton became the set
ond Ivj I eague -cbool and the

third majoi \merican universin,

native. Maybe you started your
own business while in college
in winked ill an entrepreneurial
environment. Talk about that.
All you have to do is show that
you look some initiative and
were able lo keep vtiui' grades
going at the same time.
I worked with a guy from
the Midwest who grew up on a
cattle farm, and what plagued
folks there was being able to
identify their cows. Nowadays
they use all kinds of tags, like
in the retail environment, to II)

them. Hut the problem is you
would have to be real!) dose
to the cow for the tag reader
to work. He fooled around In
a lab with a InidiK trying to
conic up with ways to read the
lag- limn a distance. He wrote
a paper on il and presented it
to a company. At the age of -2
he got hired by them to work
with a project team on finding
a solution.
It can be as simple as demonstrating an abilir) to think about
ways to tackle problems.

to announce it is getting rid of
earl] admissions, by which high
school seniors apply to schools in
the fall-well before the traditional
spring deadline.
Like most schools with an eait)
admissions policy. Princeton
tequins successful early applicants
In con unit In <'in oiling there.
I lie new policy affects Students
applying to attend Princeton In
the fall of 2008 Eartj applications for the fall Of 2007 are due
Nov. I, Regulai applicants face a
Ian. I deadline
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"Maybe it was fine 50 years ago to give kids junk food as a treat,
but today with all the junk food kids are exposed to, it's no longer an
acceptable way to influence kids' behavior." - Margo Wootan. nutrition
director at the Center for Science in the Public Interest, from Dailypress.com.
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Should the government tax fatty foods to help curb obesity?

"No. it just sounds

"I think it would go

"I don't think it would

"It's like trying to stop

kind of stupid."

unnoticed because

help'

a person from drink-

people will still buy

ing alcohol: they're
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still going to buy it

todays People On The
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government employees to sign a
document stating they have not
funded or been a member of any

listed organization.

True definition
of terrorism
proves relative
What is terrorism? The U.S
Army defines terrorism as "the
calculated use of violence or the
threat of violence to attain political, religious, or ideological goals
through intimidation, coercion, or
instilling fear."
The U.S. Department of
I lomcland Security, on the other
IIUIKI, has a much simpler definition: they have a list of terrorist
organizations. If your organization is on thus list, you are a terrorist. It's that simple.
And so for many it will come
as no surprise that funding or
being a member of such an
organization is frowned upon by
the government, so much so that
one of the first recommendations
put forward by the Department
of Homeland Security was for

In Ohio this law, passed last
spring and recently put into effect,
is called the DMA (Declaration
of Material Assistance'
Nonassistance to a Terrorist
t hgurfzatiofl}. /Ml new state
employees, including professors
at public universities, would be
required to disclose theirafTiliations with or contributions to any
listed organization in accordance
with this law.
One might think there were
certain criteria for making'the
list,' but a quick overview of conspicuous presences and absences proves otherwise. While
many of die organizations listed
are by most accounts legitimate
terrorist organizations, other
groups labeled 'terrorist' are
ideologically motivated.
Consider I lamas, also known
as the Islamic Resistance
Movement, found on the
Department of I lomeland
Security's list of terrorist organizations. In Israel, it's known for
the splinter groups tied to it that
resist the military occupation of
Palestine with force.
In the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip, however, it's more likely
to be seen as a charitable orga-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Definition of marriage
is based completely on
natural principles
Yesterday. Sara Bales
responded to Lauren Walter's
article: "Same Sex Marriage
Defies Nature."
Sara claimed that Lauren's
definition of marriage was too

strict - that is, it ruled out obvious cases of what we commonly
consider marriage.
These examples were heterosexual couples who had been
born or become sterile.
I presume that the conclusion
of this argument was to reject
entirely that there is a procreative or "fertility" requirement
to marriage.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

it."
ALEXMULLINS.
Freshman. Graphic Design

ERIN CARNEY.
Freshman History

k

nization. It funds schools and
hospitals in addition to providing a social security net for the
most impoverished in two of die
world's biggest slums It's also the
majority political party represent
ingthe Palestinian people.
Not excusing any degree of
responsibility for Hamas due to
their bombings in Israel, their
charitable expenditures certainly complicate a quick definition
to label the nation as an evil to
be expunged.
Also conspicuous an- the
terrorist organizations not on
the IX'partment of I lomeland
Security's list. One such organization, ruthless in its pursuit of natural resources, spilled 56 million
gallons of oil onto the farmland of
die Ogonis, an ethnic minority of
Nigeria, and decimated the ecology of the Niger lii\ er delta causing
untold environmental damageWhen a group of Ogonis, led
by audior and activist Ken SaroWhva, marched peacefully against
these environmental atrocities
that cost the lives of diousands
of their people, the organization
retaliated, pressuring the Nigerian
government to take action against
the leaders of die demonstration.
Saro-Wiwa and eight odiers
were executed in 1995 due to
pressure from that infamous
terrorist organization, Shell

Oil. It has since been revealed
that Shell even financed the
amis dial were used to quell the
peaceful demonstrations.
The Sierra Club reports that 40
percent of all oil spills ever reported by Shell occurred on ()gt mi
land, and tile cleanup has barely
liegun. Should we lie surprised
tiiat Shell Oil is not on the terrorist
list but Hamas is?
The BCiSU Department of
Ethnic Studies recently drafted a
resolution against the Ohio MDA
law lor many reasons, not least
of which is those in the West
widi power have control over
defining what defines terrorism
and what constitutes a legitimate
defense of one's people. Other
departments are moving to do
the same.
One Edinic Studies professor
indicated many departments
should join in protest so a university-wide resolution can be passed
against this witch hunt It's my
hope that ideologically motivated
invasions of privacy such as the
MDA do not gain acceptance by
the faculty. After all, who knows
what organization die government will ban next?
All I know is Shell oil will probably not he one of them.
Send car/nets to J&or\ lane at
kpsorGtigsuedi

However, Sara seems to have
missed Lauren's point.
Lauren was of course saying
that there is a uniting and procreative aspect to marriage, and
that both are necessary to what
we call marriage.
The procreative aspect,
according to Lauren, is there by
nature and cannot be removed.
And I think that this is all she
meant by procreative or "fertile."
She meant that by nature,
heterosexual couples engag-

ing in "sex" produce offspring,
and by nature homosexual
couples engaging in "sex" produce no offspring.
Notice that while I used the
same word "sex." 1 actually referred
to two different kinds of activities.
Now it may happen that by
accident or some defect, the
heterosexual couple is not able
to produce offspring, which
surely presents a worry for some
definitions of marriage.
But Lauren's definition, since

Senate trying
to fix obesity
epidemic
We all know that America is
overweight. It's nothing new,
nothing shocking.
As of last month, nearly 44 million Americans were considered
overweight or obese according to
The Washington Post.
Ohio is considered the 16th
fattest slate in the nation, dropping from it's previously held
13th spot. Everyone knows obesity is becoming an epidemic,
but does that mean that it's time
to ban it?
According to the U.S. Senate,
the answer is yes. The Senate
recently debated the idea of passing more than 140 bills aimed
at curbing obesity in at least 25
states, Ohio being one of them.
New state laws would ban the
sales of soda and candy in public
schools, require fast-food restaurants to post sugar and fat content posters and possibly even
attempt to "tax the fat away";
and when 1 say tax away the fat,
1 mean extremely hefty taxes on
not only fatty foods, but also on
movie tickets, video games and
DVD rentals.
Another possible "fat-lighting"
law the Senate has considered
is possibly offering a federal
income tax credit to "slender
people," while the obese would
pay the standard tax.
I see where they're going with
(his: Place unbelievable prices on
the things that lead to the problem you're dealing with, and the
crisis is solved.
But does that really work?
What about the issue of cigarettes and cigars, which are
rapidly causing more cases of
lung, mouth and skin cancer
each year?
Back in the 1990s, the Senate
began placing heavy taxes on
cartons of cigarettes in order to
curb people's desire for them.
While it's true that smoking
has declined from 42 percent to
23 percent of Americans in the
last 40 years, the decline stalled
in 1991, a year after the laws
were passed, and has barely
budged since.
Many cigarette consumers in
today's world don't want to stop
smoking simply because the

it relies on nature, bypasses
this because in optimal or natural conditions heterosexuals
produce children and homosexuals cannot.
So if we define marriage as
procreative by nature, we can
happily call Sara's uncle married.
Moreover, Sara's interpretation of "we didn't create it" is
too strict as well.
Lauren obviously didn't mean
to say "we," meaning her and
other BCSU students.

taxes on them are high.
In fact, according to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration,
87 percent of people who smoke
cigarettes smoke every day, and a
moderate smoker will spend up
to $50,000 on cigarettes throughout their lifetime.
And sadly, all the while
they never realize where else
that money could be spent.
Somehow, the taxes placed on
cartons of cigarettes just don't
seem to tie helping.
So why use the same method
on obesity when the evidence
shows the plan is not working?
Did the Senate ever factor in that
nearly 35 percent of obesity cases
arise due to genetics?
I leavily taxing candy bars and
movie tickets are not going to
help individuals because genetics is the only cause of obesity
that cannot be control led.
As for the rest of the population, why not come up with a
more respectful and possibly
even more effective plan?
One of these alternative plans,
designed by theCentet for
Consumer Freedom in response
to Senate bills, suggests completely getting rid of unhealthy
choices in fast food restaurants
or possibly creating a zoning
ordinance so only a certain
amount of fast food restaurants
could be located in one place.
Not only is this plan probably
moreeffcclivcthan the taxes, it's
at least more respectful to the
obese in our country.
This plan does not single them
out: instead, it creates a tax that's
aimed specifically at them and it
calls to all people to stop eating
unhealthy in general: not only
the obese, but slender individuals as well.
Even though the Senate is
singling out the obese for these
taxes, they will affect us all as a
country. We all go to movies; we
all cat fast food.
Placing heavy taxes on the
clinically obese will not change
the fact that America is an overweight nation.
People will still continue to order Junior Bacon
Cheeseburgers at Wendy's for a
dollar and they will still go to the
movies and get jumbo tubs of
popcorn, whether or not it costs
S2or$20.
The issue we are facing here is
not the fault of the obese; it's the
fault of our society.
Each year fast food companies
and sit-down restaurants throw
more unhealthy choices onto our
plates. Perhaps this year will be
the year we learn to reject them.

Senrfcommms to KiSen Vxas a
bisfp£bgsuedi

She did not say this because
those kinds of statements lead to
obviously false results like implying we shouldn't abolish slavery.
No, instead she meant that
marriage is founded on natural principles which were not
human constructs.
And that makes her claim a
lot more plausible.
— Richard McNeely,
Graduate Student, Philosophy.
rncneit@bgsu.edu.
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Congress votes to fence
border, show ID to vote
By Jim Abrams
Th.' Associated Press

BRIEFS
Bush releases White
House entry logs

"This is what Americans
want. They want safe

WASHINGTON - The House
voted yesterday to require
Americans to slum prool ofcftizcnship in order to vole, and die
Senate moved to build a 700-mile
fence along the Mexican Ixirder as Republicans sharpened
attac ks on illegal immigration
before the midterm elections.
The 228-196 House vote on
a new photo ID plan and the
Senate's consideration oi the
fence were both pan of a gettough policy on illegal immigrants thai Republicans have
embraced alter Congress' failure to agree on broader legislation that would set a path
for undocumented workers to
attain citizenship
House coi' leaders have
Insisted thai lighter holders ami
tougher laws must precede more
comprehensive immigration
changes. I lie House passed the
fence hill last week and plans to
vote today on other enforcement
measures: lo increase penalties lor people building tunnels
under the holder, make it easier
to detain and deport immigrant
gang members and criminals
and clarify the ability of stale
and local authorities lo detain
illegal Immigrants,
Republican sponsors of the
voter Identification hill said it
was a commonsense way to
slop hand ai the polls. People
need pliolo IDs lo hoard planes.
liny alcohol or cash (hecks.
said Rep. vernon Ehlers, RMich., chairman of the House
Administration Committee,
"I his is not a new concept."
'I his is what Americans
want," said Hep. lohn Mica, lii l.i. ' I he\ wain sale borders
and they want safe ballots."
lint Democrats assailed the
legislation, saying it could hurl
minorities, the poor and the
eldrik
groups thai tend lo
Mite Democratic — who might
have trouble producing a photo

identification.
I his hill is tantamount to
a 2lst century poll tax.' said
Democratic Whip Stcny I lover,

borders and they want
safe ballots."

i> Md. "it will disenfranchise
large numbers of legal voters."
Hep. Ike Skelton, D-Mo., said
he was initially denied a voter II)
requited under a Missouri state
law because lie doesn't have a
driver's license and couldn't
immediately produce a passport
or birth certificate I lis congressional ID card was not accepted
A Missouri conn earlier this
month struck down the stale law,
and on iuesday a state superioi

DOUaASCOUNlYSHtBKF

DRAGGING: this undated photojiaph released by the Douglas County Sheriffs Department, an unidentilied man and woman are
shown The photograph was lound Monday. Sept 18.2006. near the body ol an unidentilied woman in the Surrey Ridge subdivision
near Castle Rocf. Colo

Photo leads to arrest in dragging death
By Kim Nguyen

court judge in (ieorgia ruled that

suites law requiring a photo ID
was an unconstitutional condition for voting.
The hill would require every
one to present ,i photo ID
before voting in federal elections by 20011. By 20IO voters
would have lo have photo IDs
thai certify they are citizens. In
response to criticism that this
would he a burden for (he poor,
the hill stipulates thai slates
must provide (he identification
cards free of charge to those
who can't afford them.
The Senate, meanwhile, voted
yesterday lo lake up a hill to build
a 700-mile fence along one-third

of the U.S.-Mexico border.
Action on the fence, which
could cost billions of dollars,
conies four months allei die
Senate approved legislation that,
along with lightening hordci
security, created a guest worker program and outlined how
people in the country illegally
could work toward legal sinus
and eventual citizenship,
President Bush has supported this broader approach, hut
il has met strong resistance in
the House, where opponents
have said it was tantamount lo
amnesty for illegal immigrants.
Hush, in an interview with
Sec- ILLEGAL' Page 11

( \SII.I lint k.( olo.
\111.111
was arrested in the gruesome
dragging death of a woman
after a stained and tattered
photograph ol him was found
at the crime scene, police said
yesterday.
lose I ins Kuiii Nava, ill, was
arrested Iuesday night on sus-

picion ol murder and jailed
without hail. Investigators said
they were still trying to identify
the victim, who was dragged
behind a vehicle with a rope.
leaving a nail ol blood more
than a mile long.
Authorities did noi immediately respond to questions
aboul how the photograph
ended up near die woman's

body, which was discovered

Monday in a suburban neigh
borhood aboul 20 miles south
ol Denver.
1 be photo bad been released
in ibe public, and Sheriff Dave
Weaver said tips from citizens
helped lead to the arrest, blithe
did not elaborate.
Weave offered no motive for
the killing.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush
administration told a court this month
it shouldn't have to disclose White
House visits by two Republican activists entangled in the Jack Atxamoff
lobbying scandal because the information was privileged and might
reveal how President Bush and his
staff get private :
However the administration has
now decided to release (he White
House entry togs lor Graver Norquist
and Ralph Reed as early as yesterday
evening, settling an election-year legal
dispute with the Democratic Party and
.-..itchdog group, officials
told The Associated Press.
The logs will show No:
Reed attended numerous functions
including Christmas parlies and
r.ngs and me! with Bush
staff members but had no one-on-one
meedngs with (he president, according
to people familiar with the records
Inac".
-1,5 month.
Justice Department lawyers representing tl»
.rated that
information about the Norquist and
.hould be protected from
sure undei the doctrine of
"deliberative process privilege."

MURDER I Page II

Anti-terrorism wiretapping bill, treatment of detainees accord up in air
By Laurie Kcllman
The Associau d

WASHINGTON - President
Hush's embattled aim tei
rorlsm plans gol a boost vesterday when a wiretap hill
was revised and ,1 Senate
Republican leader said he was
hopeful a deal was near on
treatment <>i detainees.
Prospects fbi the two critical
piei es of legislation remained

unclear; Congress is speeding low,ml a recess nexl week
as Republicans light to retain
majority control in the midterm elections.
Nevertheless, a hill by Itep.
I leather Wilson gained steam
yesterday after she rew rote ii to
allow warrantless wiretapping
when an attack Is imminent, as

liush has demanded. Even so.

she told reporters differences
between the I louse and Senate
veisions were unlikely In he
worked oui before Congress
reconvenes in a lame-duck ses

sion after the Nov. 7 elections.
Democrats sal on die side
lines "watching the catfights"
among Republicans on terrorism surveillance and detainee legislation, said Senate
Minority leader Harry Heid, D\cv. I le noted that Republican
leader Bill Frist ol lennessee

was forced to postpone consideration ol those hills this week;
the Senate instead is holding ,1
floor debate on border security
"because they have nothing
else 10 do."
Neither the White House
nor the rebellious Republican

senators bad the voies neces
sary 10 move forward 011 bow
10 handle the nation's most
dangerous lerroi suspects.
Ibe Iwo sides remained al
odds over bow 10 adhere lo the
bi I'l Geneva Conventions and
simultaneously
give ibe
CIA wide leeway to conduct
interrogations.
In the House, there was more
evidence that support wa
from solid toi the detainee bill
approved overwhelmingly last
week by Ibe \lllled Sei v 11 es

Committee. \ second panel,
ibe ludiciary Committee,
vesienlav reported ibe same
bill with an "unfavorable recommendation," .1 procedural
bumpexpected to be smoothed
before the legislation reaches
Ibe House Moor next week.

House
Intelligence
t hairman Petei Hoekstra, HMich., said he expected sig11 it 11 ;iin differences between
any bills passed In ibe Douse
am! Sen,ue
"II the Senate and ibe While
I louse have reached an agree
1111-111. ihai is probably what
would end up becoming law
and makingitsway tothepres
Ident's desk.' Hoekstra said
,11 the Vmerican 1 nterprise
Institute think lank.
Despile the stalemate. I list
sought 10 reassure ibe tail'
troops that a deal still was
possible.
"I am hopeful that very soon
agreement can he reached
with the president and with
the majority of Republicans,"
1 rist -aid.
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DEVIL
From Page 1

at times from the audience, but
also some applause when he
called Hush the devil.
The main U.S. seat in the
assembly hall was empty as
Chavez spoke. But there was a
"junior note taker" there, as is
customary "when governments
like that speak," the U.S. ambassador to the UN said.
Ambassador (ohn Bolton said
that Chavez had the right to
express his opinion, adding it was
"too bad the people of Venezuela
don't have free speech.
"I'm just not going to comment
on this because his remarks just
don't warrant a response.' Bolton
said. "Serious people can listen to
what he had to say and if they do
they will reject it."
DIM rihing the UN. as an
"important world stage" on
which leaders represent their citizens, State Department deputy
spokesman Tom Casey said such
personal attacks were "disappointing."
"And I'll leave it to the
Venezuelan people to detenu ine
whether President Chavez rep-

MARYALUFFEB

AP PHOTO

DO TELL: Veno;ueb's President Hugo Crave; holds up a Spanish language copy o( Noam
Chomsky's book "Hegemony 01 Survival: Americas Quest (or Global Dominance" during his
address to the United Nations General Assembly at UN headquarters

resented them and presented
them in a way they would have
liked to have seen," he said,
Chavez spoke on the second

da) "i the annual meetings,
which were overshadowed by
an ambitious agenda ol sideline
talks.

I he Mideast peace process
also was in the spotlight, with
ministers from the Quartet that
drafted the stalled road map —
rhe U.S., the UN, the European
Union and Russia — planning
to meet. Hie Security Council
also was scheduled to hold a
meeting today that Arab lead
era hope will help revive the
Mideast peace process.
Bush tried to advance his
campaign for democracy in the
Middle Bast during his address
to the General Assembly
Tuesday, saying extremists were
trying to justify their violence
b] l.dsely claiming the U.S. is
waging war on Islam. I le singled
run Iran and Syria as sponsors of
terrorism.
Hush also pointed to Tehran's
rejection of a Security Council
demand to slop em idling uranium by Aug. 31 or lace the
possibllit) of sanctions. Bui he
addiessed his remarks to the
Iranian people in a clear insult
to the government
"I lie greatest obstacle to this
future is thai your rulers have
chosen to deny you liberty and
in use your nation's resources to
fund terrorism and fuel extremism and pursue nuclear weapons,'' the U.S. leader said.

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...
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Come & Celebrate Diversity With Us!
Enjoy Music, Dance, food and much more \
with International Flavor!
:

Director Applications Now Available!!
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homecoming parade
7J SATURDAY, OCT. 14
10 A.M., WEST SIDE
OF CAMPUS
RENEW THIS HOMECOMING TRADITION!
Promote and recognize your organization or residence
hall by entering a unit in the Homecoming parade.

UNITS MAY INCLUDE:
• Traditional floats
• Decorated cars
• Walking groups

ENTRY FEE:
$20 (with a portion donated to Free the Children charity)

REIMBURSEMENT:
First 10 organizations to submit an application receive
up to a $100 reimbursement.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, Sept. 22 at 5 p.m.

THEME:
"There's no place like home"
Applications and details:
homecoming.bgsu.edu
D.

D
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New Thailand leader postpones elections
By Sutin Wannabovorn
The Associated Press

BANGKOK — Thailand's new
military ruler, winning crucial
royal backing for his bloodless
coup, announced yesterday thai
he would not call elections for
another year. The U.S. and other
Western nations expressed disapproval and urged a swift restoration of democracy
Army commander Gen.
Sondhi Boonyaratkalin, appearing relaxed and confident in his
military uniform at his first
news conference since seizing
power Tuesday night, said he
would serve as de facto prime
minister for two weeks until
the junta — which calls itself
the Council of Administrative
Reform — chooses a replacement and drafts an interim
constitution.
Sondlti vakil the success of his
coup by receiving royal endorsement as leader of the new junta.

SAKCHAILAIIT

«PW0I0

CLOSE TO DANGER: Thai monks walk past a tank near Government House in Bangkok.
Thailand, yesterday Thailand's military ovetthiew Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatta in a
coup mounted overnight without firing a shot, amid mounting criticism that the popularly
elected leader had undermined democracy. The coup leaders put the country under martial
law. ordering the stock exchange, schools, banks and government ohSces to remain closed.

while ousted Prime Minister
I naksinShinawatra.who watched
events unfold from abroad, pondered his future and the threat of
possible prosecution at home.
Receiving the imprimatur of revered king Bhumibol

Adulyadcj legitimizes the takeover, and should effectively
squash any efforts at resistance
byThaksin'spartisans. I haksin's
ouster followed a series of missteps that prompted many to
accuse the prime minister of

challenging the king's authority — an unpardonable act in
this traditional Southeast Asian
nation that is a popular vacation
destination for Westerners.
There appeared to be a sense
of relief among many Thais at the
resolution of political tensions that
had hung over the nation since
the beginning of the year, when
street demonstrations demanding Thaksin step down for alleged
corruption and abuse of power
gained momentum. Thailand
has had no working legislature
and only a caretaker government
since l%bruary. when Thaksin
dissolved parliament to hold new
elections in an effort to reaffirm
his mandate.
The presence of tanks and
armed soldiers on the streets of
Bangkok, a city of more than
10 million, was taken with good
humor in an almost holiday
atmosphere. Schools, government offices and the stock marSee ELECTIONS Page 12

anistan president pleas to U.N. to destory terrorist sanctuaries
By Jason Straziuso
The Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan Clashes
and bombings killed 34 Taliban
lighters and one policeman in
Afghanistan, while President
llamid Karzal told the U.N, yes
terday thai terrorist sanctuaries
elsewhere must be destroyed to
eliminate the violence engulfing

his country.
in a deal reference to neigh
boring Pakistan, Karzal told
the United Nation's General
Assembly in New York thai "terrorism does not emanate from
within Afghanistan" but that his
country "is Its worst victim."
"We musl desttoy terrorist
saiictUiiiiesbeviindAlghanistan.
dismantle the elaborate networks In the legion.'' lie told
world leaders. "We must ensure

that political currents and entities in i he tegion are not allowed
to use extremism as an instrument ol polic V '
Karzai's call for military
action against terror cells outside Afghanistan comes about
two weeks alter Pakistan signed
a truce with Taliban-linked militants in the tribal North West
Frontier Province where the

government has little control.

Under the terms of that
deal. Pakistani troops agreed
to vnd their military campaign against fighters in North
Waziristan, while the militants said thej would hall their
attacks on Pakistani forces and
stop crossing into Afghanistan
to launch ambushes.
Afghan officials repeatedly
accuse Pakistan of not doing
enough to stem the flow of

"We must destroy terrorist sanctuaries
beyond Afghanistan, dismantle the
elaborate networks in the region..."
Hamid Karzai 11

insurgents and weapons across
the border. Pakistan, which has
deployed 80.000 troops along
the porous border, rejects the
accusation and says it does all
it can
In Washington, NATO's top
commander, U.S. Gen. James L.
lones, said after weeks of prodding, European nations have
agreed to provide more troops
for the alliance in Afghanistan.
Romania has agreed to send a
battalion in October, and the

United Kingdom and Canada
arc adding to their forces.
lones said.
Police, meanwhile, recovered
the bodies of seven suspected

Taliban fighters aftera two-hour
clash with police early yesterday in a mountainous southern
region of I lei ma nd province,
district police chief Ghulam
Kasool said.
NATO-led soldiers killed up
See TERROR | Page 12
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10% Off with this Ad!
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Japan prepares for
elections, new minister
By Joseph Colaman
The Associated Press

TOKYO — Nationalist candidate Shinzo Abe won the race
for Japan's ruling party leader
yesterday, all but clinching
next week's election as prime
minister and pledging to make
his country a more robust force
on the world stage.
The son of a foreign minister and grandson of a prime
minister, Abe defeated his
two opponents by winning
464 of the 702 voles counted
in the Liberal Democratic
Parly election.
The youthful conservative
— he turns 52 today — immediately vowed to push ahead
with economic reforms, make
Tokyo a world leader, pursue
summit meetings with both
China and South Korea, and
keep japan in the international fight against terrorism.
T want to make Japan a
country thai is trusted and
loved by the countries of the
world, and one that asserts
leadership," Abe. currently chief Cabinet secretary,
declared after his victory.
Abe, who favors a hard
line against North Korea and
tighter military cooperation with top ally the United
States, won a three-year
lerm as LDP president. Ihe
ruling coalition-dominated
Parliament votes for prime
minister on Sept. 26.
If elected next week, Abe
(pronounced All-bay) would
be lapan's youngest postwar
prime minister and the first
born after World War II. lie is
relatively inexperienced, having joined Parliament in 1993
and assumed his first Cabinet
position only a year ago.
The White I louse welcomed
Abe's election.
"We have worked closely
with Mr. Abe in his capacity
as chief Cabinet secretary.

a

Shinzo Abe
One of three
candidates for
Prime Minister of
Japan.

and we look forward to work
ing with him in the future
to further the lapanese-U.S.
alliance," said l-'rederick
lones. a spokesman for
President Hush's National

Security Council.

Abe campaigned on forging
a more confident Japan. He
said he would seek to revise
the pacifist Constitution to
give the military more fieeclnm of action, promote patriotism in the schools, and distance Tokyo from lt8p0St-1945
war guilt.
"He's from the generation
that doesn't know war," said
Takashi Sasagawa, an LDP
law maker. "Not knowing war
is his strength, because he
can be on equal terms with

other countries."

Despite his inexperience.
Abe came to the vote with
kev essentials for victory:
high support ratings Inside
and outside the party and the
blessing of his mentor, Prime
Minister limichiro Koizumi,
who remains wideh popular
after five years in office.
"Prom now on, I would like
to join everyone In helping
Mr. Abe win the public trust,''
Koizumi said minutes allei
the vole.
Because Abe's victory
appeared certain, his competition has been lackluster.
Challengers finance Minister
Sadaka/.u Tanigaki and
foreign Minister lam \so
never came close to rivaling
him in popularity,
One looming question for
lapan's neighbors is how for
See MINISTER! Page 12

Build A Better Body!
BODY MECHANICS
Opening October I si
in Woodlnnd Mull!
Memberships On Sale Now!
First 300 memberships receive
20% Off regular prices
Single Memberships - $28 w/discouni & tax
Featuring equipment by

MAGNUM FITNESS &
ELTTE FITNESS
Call Craig
419-352-4948 or 1-866-544-BODY (2639)

BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST APTS.
Sip today and receive lower rates!
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Welcome New & Returning Students!
i

TWO Big Boy's FOR $3

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

i

Present this coupon to purchase two Big Boy
sandwiches for $3. Dine-In. Carry-Out or Drive-Thru.
Not valid with other discounts or offers. Limit 8
sandwiches per visit. Valid Only at Bowling Green stores. |
Promo #HU Expires 10/29/06
Two Convenient B.G. Locations I
'.
• 1006 N. Main St.
■
4'
419-352-5131
'1540E. WoosterSt.
Big Boy
419-352-3531

• No Application Fee

FREE Pool (, Hot tub
FREE tanning
FRFC Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
FREE Private Shuttle
FREE Washer & Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
FREE Sand Volleyball

No Administration Fee
No Security Deposit

I Welcome New & Returning Students! ■

| FOUR Big Boy's FOR $5 |
I

Present this coupon to purchase four Big Boy®
sandwiches for $5. Dine-In, Carry-Out or Drive-Thru. |
Not valid with other discounts or offers. Limit 8
I sandwiches per visit. Valid Only at Bowling Green stores. I
Promo #81 Expires 10.29/06
Two Convenient B.G. Locations
|V.
• 1006 N. Main St.
419-352-5131
•1540E. WoosterSt.
Big Boy
419-352-3531
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Office Hours:
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SIDELINES

runners
MEN S SOCCER
Falcons lose 1-0 to
Michigan State
Full story in tomorrow's issue
of The BG News

MEN'S GOLF
Walker Named
MAC Golfer of the
Week

Falcons

Junior Jace Walker carded

181

a 145 (76-69), leading the
Falcons to a third place
finish at the John Piper
Invitational.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Football attendance:
Between BG's first two home
games, the average
attendance has
been 22.267. well
above the 15.000 per game
mandated by the NCAA.
With only two more homes
games left. Doyt Perry
attendance would have to be
under 10.000 in each game
to go on NCAA probation

On the way down
Football strength of
schedule: The Falcons are
currently amidst a

ByJoshWhethernolt

"When I was a captain in high school, I found

three game stretch
where they play
all teams that have been
featured on ESPN's "Bottom
10" this season, the worst of
teams in NCAA D-l football
(Buffalo. Florida International
and Kent State).

The List
The Falcon football team
is 2-1. and they have their
freshmen to thank Not only
have these five filled their
slots, they've taken them
over

1. Freddie Barnes:
A redshirt freshman. Barnes
has been the team's most
valuable player through three
games His 327 rushing yards
and five rushing touchdowns
lead the team - not bad for

When most people think of Kenya,
marathon and Olympic distance
nice winners come to mtnd When
Eddie Kipchoge and Hillary Maiyo
think of Kenya, the) think ol home.
POT these two HG cross country
standouts, dieir home is Tilled with
\< id.mi forests and nevei ending
mountain trails near their home dt)
ofHDoret
"it's w.r\ green — very- beautiful,"
Kipchoge said.
i I I loin is home in a vast army
ol wildlife, making ii and the real ui
Kenya a popular tourist stop.
Ii is also one of the most popular training anas for Olympic distance athletes. The city lies high in
a mountain range in eastern Kenya
at roughly 2,700 meters above sea
level. The highest point In Kenya is
Mount Kenya at 5)199 meters above
sea level.
'It's hilly and has a very high altitude," Maiyo said.
Running is a way ol life in Kenya,
with many people doing it just
for lack of better transportation.

myself giving more orders than running, so I'm
happy to have leaders so I can just concentrate
on my running."
'
Running, however, is no) a chore in
Kenya as it seems to be in America.
Distance running is a family business lor the Kipchoges. Eddie has
three older brothers who all run
competitively, as well as a lather
who has run in seven] international
meets in his career, Eddie started to
run for fun while in sixth grade with
is his older brothers and his rather
who are also distance runners.
Maiyo started running young as
well, hut mostly on the soccer field,
where he learned how to go the
distance. All the soccer he played
as a boy and while in high school
prepared him to make tile switch
to running cross country when he
came to BG.
"I'm getting on well," Maiyo said.
"We ran a lot in soccer, so I'm not

entirely unused to running a lot. I
jusl have to get a little more used to
the training.''

So why Bowling Green? Kipchoge
Maiyo Imili liked the athletic
programs the school had and liked
coach Cam! Wells, Her interest in the
two coming to run for the Falcons
^HH\

was also a deciding factor.
"We're very excited to have them
at l«;." Wells said. "Hillary played
soccer up until this year, so it will
take him some time to get used to
tile training, but I think he and Eddie
both have a bright future.''
Of all the reasons the duo traveled from El Doret to Bowling
Green, perhaps the greatest is that
Uiey already had a friend here —
Rogers Kipchumba
Kip is like a cousin to me,"

Kipchoge said.

j

Kipchumba. a senior, has been 2s
running cross country at BG for two 2

years noM and Is excited to have his 5
countrymen with him.
"We all encouraged each other.'
Kipchumba said. "We wauled to
slay united. We're like a lamily.''
Mthough the learn is looking lo
Kipchoge and Maiyo to lead ihem
on the course, the two are verv
much team players, and are both
happy with their in captains Edgar
Ramirez and Curtis Faniscl
"When I was a captain in high
school, I found myself giving more
mders than running, so I'm happy to
have leaders so I can just concentrate
on my running,' Kipchoge said.
Continually adding talented runtiers to the cross country team, it
seems strange for BG not to have a
men's track team.
\i lii si I was like'what?'" Kipchoge
said. "But now I'm starting to like
cross country more, and it we get
track I'm ready If not. I'm slill locus-
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ing on cross country."

3

Along with her runners, Wells 3
See KENYANS ^age 10

a back-up quarterback.

2Jerett
Sanderson: Sanderson
had his coming out party last
week against FIU. intercept-

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK | JAMIE ROFLOW

ing two passes to help secure
a BG win. The true freshman

Roflow continues to run
circles around opponents

has also contributed 26 tackles this season.

3. P.J. Mahone:
Mahone filled a wide open
vacancy this fall by taking over at strong safety.
Although the learning curve

By Din Wyir

is steep, Mahone has tallied

Reporter

17 tackles and shown promise in the secondary.

4. Jacob Hardwick:
At defensive end, Hardwick
has used his 6'3" 250 lb.
frame to track down defenders and tally three tackles
for loss.

5. Zach Charles:
Leads the team in receptions
with 10 and did a solid job
stepping up in the absence
of the team's number one
receiver. Corey Partridge.

SHAWNO* H€SS

MAKING STRIDES: Roflow claimed yet another top Imsh of liei career, wmng the Mel
3iodi Invitational in Bowling Green this weekend.

BG women's cross country runner lanhe Hollow finished first
in the Mel lirodl lnvilaiion.il on
Saturday, her second top finish
in as many tries this season. Not
only is she winning, hut winning convincingly by finishing
.111 average of 15 seconds ahead
other nearest competitors.
Roflow beat 44 other runners
to the finish line en route lo her
second consecutive Mel Brodt
Invitational title and led the
Falcons to a second place finish
in the meet.
"lamiehasalwayshecnahard
worker and she has continually gotten stronger, faster and
more confident over the past

two years," said coach Garni
Wells. "Jamie has proven herself to be one of the top distance
runners in the |Mid-American
Conferencel and in the region
Roflow, a junior accounting
major from Cincinnati, was the
top runner for the Falcons in
ever) meet last season, which
earned her the honor of the
ream's Most Valuable Runner
as well as a spot on the All-M At!
and All-MAC Academic Second
ieams She has been named the
MAC Runnel of the Week a total

ofthree times and won the MAI
Scholar Athlete Award once.
Roflovv's lead by example attitude has earned her the respect
from her coaches and teammates who look to Roflow during difficult times.

"Jamie is an inspiration to her
teammates because she winks
so hard and is so consistent in
practice and meets." Wells said.
"She is a rare athlete and I am
just happy to have the chance
10 coach her."
In addition to cross country.
Hollow also runs track tor the
Falcons in the spring, where
was the team's top distance
runner in both the indoor and
outdoor seasons. During the
indoor season, she finished
fourth in the 3.000-meter at
the MAt Championships and
the next night took third in the
5.000-meter, setting a personal
best of 16:56.13.
In the outdoor season, she
See ROFLOW j Page 10
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Japan prepares for
elections, new minister

New Thailand leader postpones elections
By Sutin Wjnnabovorn

BANGKOK
Thailand's new
military ruler, winning criH lal
royal backing foi his bloodless
coup, announced yesterday dial
he would no) call elections for
another year. rheU.S.andothei
Western nations expressed disapproval and urged a swift restoration ol democracy.
Army commander Gen.
SondhiBoonyaratkalin, appearing relaxed and confident in his
militar) uniform at his first
news conference since seizing
powei lUesda) night, said li<'
would SI'IM- as ill- facto prime
minister foi two weeks until
the junta
which calls Itsell
the Council ol Administrative
Reform
chooses a replacement and drafts an interim
constitution.
Sondhi sealed the success ol his
coup in receiving royal endorsement as leadei o) the new junta.

SAKCHMLAUI
CLOSE TO DANGER: flia monks walk past a lank near Government House in Bangkok.
Thailand, yesterday Thailand's military overthrew Prime Mm ste* Thaksin Sli'nawatra in a
coup mounted overnight without finny a shot, anitdn. in

. ipularly

elected leader had undermined democracy The coup leaders put the country under martial
law. ordering the stock e»change. schools, banks and government ollices to remain closed.

while ousted Prime Mlnista
ThaksinShinawatra.\vliowatclied
events unfold from abroad, pan
dered his future and the threat of
possible prosecution at home.
Receiving tin' imprimatur HI revered King Bhumibol

\dulyadej leghlmizes the takeover, and should effectivelj
squash .my efforts .it resistance
by! haksin'spartisans. I haksin's
inisti'i followed a series of missteps thai prompted many to
accuse tin' prime minister "l

challenging the kind's authority — an unpardonable act in
this traditional Southeast Asian
nation that is a popular vacation
destination foi Westerners.
There appeared to he a sense
ill iclicl among many Thai* at the
resolution oliioliiic.i Jieiisionsth.il
had hung over die nation since
the beginning Ol the year, when
street demonstrations demanding Thaksm step driwn for alleged
corruption and abuse ol powei
gained momentum Thailand
has had no working legislature
and only a caretaker government
since February, when Thaksin
dissolved parliament to hold new
elections iii an effort m reaffirm
his mandate.
I In- presence of tanks and
,n ined soldiers on the Streets ol
Bangkok, a city of more than
10 million, was taken with good
humor in an almost holida)
atmosphere, schools, government ollices and the slock mar
See ELECTIONS; Page U

anistan president pleas to U.N. to destory terrorist sanctuaries
that political i uin-iii-s and entitles in the region are not allowed
to use extremism as an insti u-

By Jason Straziuso

KABUI. Vfghanistan
I lashes
and bombings killed :ii laliban
fighters and one policeman in
Afghanistan, while President
I lamid Karzai mid the U.N. yeslerdaj that terrorist sanctuaries
elsewhere must he destroyed to
eliminate the violence engulfing
his < ountry.
In a char reference to neighboring Pakistan, Kar/ai told
the United Nation's General
\sseinlih in New "rink that "let
does not email,Hi' liinii

IIIII-III

within Afghanistan" but that his
countn "is its worst \ iciini."
"We must dcsiun terrorist
sanctuariesbeyond Afghanistan,
dismantle the elaborate net
works in the region.'' he told
world leaders We must ensure

inenl ol polk v

Karzai's call foi militar)
action against terror cells outSide Afghanistan comes about
two weeks after Pakistan signed
a truce with Taliban-linked militants in thi' tribal North West
Frontier Province where the
government has little control.
Under the terms of thai
deal. Pakistani troops agreed
to end their inihiary campaign against lighleis in North
Waziristan, while the militants said the would hah their
attacks on Pakistani forces and
slop crossing into Afghanistan
in launch ambushes.
Afghan officials repeatedly
accuse Pakistan Ol not doing

enough to stem the How ol

"We must destroy terrorist sanctuaries
beyond Afghanistan, dismantle the
elaborate networks in the region..."

insurgents and weapons ai loss
the holder. Pakistan, which has
deployed 80,000 t
ps along
the porous border, rejects the
accusation and says ii does all
it can.
In Washington, NATO's top
commander,U.S.Gen.fames!.
lones, said afterweeksol prodding. European nations have
agreed In provide mole troops
for the alliance in Afghanistan.
Romania has agreed to send a
battalion In October, and the

United Kingdom and Canada
are adding to their forces,
tones said.
Police, meanwhile, recovered
the bodies ol seven suspected
lalihan lighters alter a two-hour

clash with police early yestei
da) in a mountainous southern
region of llelmand province,
district police chut Ghulam
Rasoolsaid.
NATO-led soldiers killed up
TERROR
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By Joseph Col,-in in
The Associated Press
TOKYO— Nationalist candidate Shinzo Abe won the race
lor lapan's ruling patty leadei
yesterday, all hut clinching
next weeks election as prime
minister and pledging to make
his country a more robust force
on the world stage.
The son ol a foreign minis
ler and grandson of a prime
minister. Abe defeated his
two opponents by winning
464 of the 7112 voles counted
in the Liberal Democratic
Pai ty election.
The youthful conservative
he turns 52 todaj
Immediately vowed to push ahead
with economic refoi ms, make
Tokyo a world leader, pursue
summit meetings with both
China and South Korea, and
keep lapan iii the international light agaiusi terrorism.
"I want to make lapan a
countn that is trusted and
lined by the countries ol the
world, and one that asseiis
leadership.' Abe, currently chiel Cabinet secretary,
declared aftei his \ ictory.
Abe, who favors a haul
line against North Korea and
tighter military cooperation with top ally the United
Males,

a

three-year

and we look forward to working with him in the future
in further the lapanese-U.S.
alliance."

said

I redei rck

lones, a spokesman for
President Bush's National
Security Council.
Abe campaigned on tinging
a more confident lapan I le
said he would seek to ie\ ise
the pacifist < onstitution to
give the military more freedom of action, promote patriotism in the schools, and distance tbkyofrom its post 1945
war guilt.
He's from the generation
1I1,11 doesn't know war," said
lakashl Sasagawa, an LDP
lawmaker "Not know nig war

is his strength, because he
1 an he on equal terms with
other countries."
Ilespiic his inexperience.

Vbe c ame to the vote with
ke\ essentials lor victory:
high support ratings inside
and outside the part) and the
Messing ol his mentor, Prime
Minister liinichiro Koizumi,
who remains widely popular
aftei fiveyears in office,
"110111 now on. I would like

10 join everyone in helping
\h. Abe will the public trust.
Koizumi said minutes aftei
the Mile.

Because

Vbe's

victor)

appeared Certain, his coin

petition has been lackluster.
Challengers I in,nice Minister
Sadaka/u

lanigaki

Foreign Minister

nevei came close to rivaling
him in popularity.

One looming question for
lapan's neighbors is how fai
MINISTER
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won

lei in as LDP president. The
ruling coalition-dominated
Parliament votes lor prime
minister on Sept. 26.
If elected next week. Abe
(pronounced All-hay would
he lapan's youngest postwar
prime minister and the first
bom after World War II. Me is
relative!) Inexperienced, having joined Parliament in 1993
and assumed his liist Cabinet
position only a year ago.
I heU hite Housewelcomed
\he's election.
"We have worked closel)
with Mr. Ahc in his capacity
as chiel Cabinet secretary,

a

Shinzo Abe
One of three
candidates for
Prime Minister of
Japan.
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Office Hours:
Hon-fri: 8:30am-/pm
Sat: lOam-ipm
Sun: l?pm ^pm

SPORT
SIDELINES

runners
MEN S SOCCER
Falcons lose 1-0 to
Michigan State
Full story in tomorrow's issue
of The BG News.

MEN'S GOLF
Walker Named
MAC Golfer of the
Week

Falcons

Junior Jace Walker carded
a 145 (76-69). leading the
Falcons to a third place
finish at the John Piper
Invitational.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Football attendance:
Between BGs first two home
games, the average
attendance has
been 22.267 well
above the 15.000 per game
mandated by the NCAA.
With only two more Iwmes
games left. Doyt Perry
attendance would have to be
under 10.000 in each game
to go on NCAA probation

On the way down
Football strength of
schedule: The Falcons are
currently amidst a

By Joih Whetherhc.lt

"When I was a captain in high school, I found

three game stretch
where they play
all teams that have een
featured on ESPN's Bottom
10" this season, the worst of
teams in NCAA D-l football
(Buffalo. Florida International
and Kent State).

The List
The Falcon football team
is 2-1. and they have their
freshmen to thank Not only
have these five filled their
slots, they've taken them
over

1. Freddie Barnes:
A redshirt freshman. Barnes
has been the team's most
valuable player through three
games. His 327 rushing yards
and five rushing touchdowns
lead the team - not bad for
a back-up quarterback

When most people think oi Kenya
marathon and Olympic distance
race winners come to mind. When
l.ddio Kipchoge and Hillary Maiyu
think of Kenya, they think ol home
lor these two BG cross country
standouts their home is filled with
vcrdanl forests and never ending
mountain trails near (heir home tin
ol EIDorct.
tis very green — ver\ beautiful,"
Kipchoge said.
11 I (orei is home to a vai
HI wildlife, making ii and the rest ol
Kenya ,i popular tourist stop
li is also one of the most popu
lar training areas for Olympic dislance athletes, I ho city lies high in
a mountain range in eastern Kenya
at roughly .'."."on meters above sea
level file highest point in Kenya is
Mount Kenya at 5, 99 meters above
sea lc i
Ij and has a very high alii
rude," Maiyo said.
Running is a way ol life in Kenya,
with many people doing it just
for lack of better transportation

myself giving more orders than running, so I'm
happy to have leaders so I can just concentrate
on my running."
■

Running, however, is nut a chore in
Kenya as ii seems in be in America.
Distance running is a lamily business iiir the Kipchoges. Eddie has
lliree oldei brothers who all run
competitively; as well as a rather
who has run in several international
meets In his career, Eddie started to
run lor fun while in sixth grade with
is his older brothers and his fathei
who are also distance runners,
Maiyo started running young as
well, hut mostl) on ilu'soccer field,
where he learned hovt to go ihe
distance. All the sot > ra ho played
as a boy and while in high school
prepared him to make the switch
to running cioss country when he
came lo lit,.
"I'm getting on well," Maiyo said.
'We i.in a loi iii soccer, so I'm not

entire!) unused to running a lot I
jusi have loget II little more used lo
Ihe training.
so why Bowling Green? Kipchoge
and Maiyo both liked ihe athletic
programs the school had and liked
coach t ami Wells. Her interest in ihe
two Corning to run tor the I alt oils
was also a deciding factor.
Wfe're verj excited to have them
at lit,;' Wells said. "Hillary played
snivel up until this year, so it will
take him some lime to gel used in

the training, but I think he and Eddie
both have a bright future."
Of all the reasons the duo traveled from El Doret in Bowling
Green, perhaps the greatest is that
they already had a friend hen
Rogers Kipchumba.

Kipchoge said.
Kipchumba, a senior, has been
running cross country ai BGfbrtwo
years now and is excited to have his
countrymen with him.
"WE all encouraged each other.'
Kipchumba said. "We wanted lo
staj united. Wfe're like a family.''
Although the [cam is looking In
Kipchoge .nitl Maiyo to lead them
on the course, the two are very
much learn players, and are both
happy with their co-captains Edgar
Ramirez, and Curtis I arnsel
"When I was a captain In high
school, I found imscll giving more
orders than running, so I'm happy to
have leaders so I can just concentrate
on my running," Kipchoge said
Continually adding talented runners to the tioss country team, it
seems strange fbi BG noi to have a
men's track team.
"Atfirstlwaslike'what?'"Kipchoge
said. "!int now I'm starting to like
cross countr) more, and it we gel
track I'm ready It not, I'm still locusing on cross country."
Ig with her runners. Wells
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KENYANS

"Kip is like a cousin to me,'

1111111 in 1 iimu 1 IIIMII lima

2. Jerett
Sanderson: Sanderson
had his coming out party last
week against Fill, intercepting two passes to help secure

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK | JAMIE ROFLOW

a BG win. The true freshman

Roflow continues to run
circles a round opponents

has also contributed 26 tackles this season

3. P.J. Mahone:
Mahone filled a wide open
vacancy this fall by taking over at strong safety

By Dan Wy»r

Although the learning curve

Rt(-

is steep. Mahone has tallied
17 tackles and shown promise in the secondary.

BG women's cross country runner lamie Roflow finished lirsi
in the Mel Hindi lmil.Hinn.il mi

4. Jacob Hardwick:

Saturday, hei second top finish
ir, as manv 11 it's this season. Not
only is she winning, hut winning convincing]) by finishing
an average of 15 seconds ahead
ol hei nearest competitors.
Roflow beat 11 other runners
to the finish line en route to her
-econd consecutive Mel llrotlt
Invitational title and led the
I all oils toa set 11111I place finish
11 the meet.

At defensive end. Hardwick
has used his 6'5" 250 lb.
frame to track down defenders and tally three tackles
for loss.

5. Zach Charles:
Leads the team in receptions
with 10 and did a solid job
stepping up in the absence

"Jamie has always been a hard

of the team's number one
receiver. Corey Partridge

SHAWNOAHESS

MAKING STRIDES:
Bfodi Invitational m Bowling Green this wi. I

worker and she has continually gotten stronger, faster and
more confident ovei the pas)

two years," said teach t ami
Wells, lamie has proven her
self to be one ol the top distance
runners in the Mid-American
Conference and in the region."
Hollow, a iunioi accounting
major from i incinnati, was the
top runner foi the I alcons in
even meet lasi season, which
earned her the honor of the
team's Mosi Valuable Runnei
as well as a spot on die AJI-MAC
and All MAI Vademii Second
reams. She has been named the
MAI Runner ofthe Week a total
of three times and won the M \r
Scholai Athlete Award OIK e,
Hollow's lead by example attitude has earned her the lespect
from her coaches and team
mates who look to Hollow during difficult times

"Jamie is an inspiration to her
teammates because she works
so hard ami is so consistent in
practice and meets," Wells said,
she is a rare athlete and 1 am
jusi happy 10 have the chance
to coach her."
In addition to cross country.
Roflow also rims track for the
Falcons In the spring, where
was the team's top distance
runnei in both the intlooi and
outdoor seasons. During the
indooi season, she finished
fourth in the 3,000-meter at
the M \i Championships and
the next night took third in the
5,000-meter, setting a personal
bestol 16:56.13.
In the OUtdooi season, she
ROFLOW 1 Page 10
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OHSAA redraws divisions
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R0FL0W
From Page 9

COLUMBUS (AIM — The
Ohio High School Athletic
Association is reconsidering
its plan to reduce the bilge dis

parity in enrollments between
schools thai play in the largeschool division in its football
tournament, the association's
board said yesterday,
The sanctioning body for the
state's prep sports approved a
plan in lune that would put a
smaller number of schools In
Division I, then disperse the
extra schools among the other
divisions. The plan is to take
effect a year from now
The current format places
an equal number of schools in
each division ol OHSAA tournaments that have more than
one division.

While the rule stands (brother
sports, inwh if hall schools make

KENYANS
From Page 9
would also like to see men's

track return to BG.
"I certainly hope we get it
back," Wells said. "I think it will
take more than just having talented athletes, but we OH tamlv
hope it helps."
Kipchogeand Maiyo are nnu
just trying to focus on the sea
son and their goals

the tournament, the football
playoffs feature only 32 schools
from each ot 1 lie six divisions,
Smaller
schools
have
expressed concerns that the
neu plan favors their big school
counterparts because the numbered eligible lean is in Division I
will be smaller than the number
of teams in other divisions,
The enrollment range in
iii\ Ision I varies between 530
boys al schools such as lierea,
Dublin (.oilman. I ogan and
Sylvania Northvlew, to 1,348
at the stales biggest school,
Mentor.
I here are 116 schools in
Division I, Had the neu pro
posal been in place for 2006,
the cutoff would have been
629 boys al the low end. with
71 schools assigned to the big
school division.

qualified for the Regional meet
in the steeplechase and 5,000nictcr and was named to the
All-MAC Academic Squad,
which stands out to her the
most on his list of individual
accomplishments.
"It was a special award for
me because it is for both athletics and academics, which are
both really important parts of
my life." lioflow said. "The All\l \( awards are important to
me because they were achieved
at the conference meets, which
are the meets our team prepares for all season."
Hoi low
graduated
from
McNicholas High School in
2004, where she holds four
school recordsand was a finalist
for the Anthony Munoz Senior
Scholar-Athlete award. She was
named to the All-City and Allstate team three limes in cross
country and was a two-time

"My main goal is to push
Eddie this season." Maiyo said.
"He needs somebody to push
him in the race."
Ultimately, both are here for
one reason, and thai is to make
the Falcon men's cross country
team contenders.
"I would love to win be the
Mid American ('onlerencel
champion, but I also re.ilK
want the team to do well,
and hopefully I can help,"
Kipchoge said.

Girls' Greater Cincinnati League

Women's Basketball Teem

Birch Run Golf Club

Looking for Men's
Practice Players

Only 10 Minutes from Campus!

Contact Assistant Kevin Eckert

419-372-9226
keckert@bgsu.edu

2 mites oh* 1-75 Soutn in
Norm BaHirare on St Ri 1B
Student ID Special:
^JjP Weekday 18 Hales with cart
^JJ^ Weekend 18 Holes with cart

Practices are 3-6pm daily
Must be a Full lime student

Runner of the Year in track and
a three time GGCL Runner of
the Year in crosscountry.
Since leaving! :incinnati for BG
two years ago. Hollow believes
she has improved on much more
than just her running.
"Coach Wells has helped me
build more confidence in i.u es
and she makes sure I don't overtrain," Hollow said. "Before
coming to BGSU I was mainly
a distance runner, and coach
Wells has helped me improve
my speed in mid-distance
events and has introduced me
III die steeplechase."
When she's not competing In cross country or track,
Hollow tries to spend as much
lime as possible with her family and friends.
"One of my favorite things to
ilo In Bowling Green is go for

ice cream with my teammates,
especial!) the world's greatest Dairy Queen," lioflow said.
"My addiction to Ice cream
could be a problem if I ever
stop running."
\ext up for Roflow and
the Falcons is the Roy Griak
Invitational on Saturday in
Minneapolis, Minn.

JUSllNMtRKIMAN
COURT DATE: Holmes was arraigned yesterday on charges of attempted homicide, aggravated assault criminal conspiracy and weapons-related vounis m Sundays shooting ol live DuQuesne University basketball players alter an on-campus dance.

Players attempt to return to
college life following shooting
By Alan Robinion

PITTSBURGH—With two teammates still King in hospital beds,
Duquesne University's basketball team tried to return to normalcy yesterday, three days alter
five players were shot during
a terrifying outburst of gunfire
ibai followed a school dance
The pi.IMIS went to class, lifted weights and were scheduled
to work oui later in the day
On Tuesday, police arrested
Brandon Baynes, IH, of I'enn
I Mils, on five counts of criminal
attempted homicide. William
Holmes, III. also of I'enn Hills,
turned
bimsell
in yesterday, police said. He was to be
arraigned on charges ol 'attempted homicide, aggravated assault,
criminal conspiracy and weapons-related offenses.
Even as team members tried
to return to their routines, their
thoughts wen with their hospitalized teammates.
The Dukes were encouraged
that junior forward Sam Ashaolu.
the player most badly injured
during the early Sunday morn-

ing shootings, was taking what
coach Ron I verbal! called the
first "baby steps" of his hopeclini recovery
lie's fighting like hell."
Fvt-rharl said.
Ashaolu. who has one bullet
and fragments of another in his
head, has squeezed teammates'
hands during their lrei|iient
visits at Men \ Hospital, and
be seemed to respond to their
words of encouragement rhe
23-year-old tohaoiu remained
in critical condition but had a
restful night following two difficult nights.
He was shot barely three
weeks after arriving on campus
following a circuitous journey
to an NCAA Division I scholarship thai took the Toronto,
Ontario, resident through two
high schools, a prep school and

two junior colleges.
Sluard Baldonado, a junior
forward shot in the back and
left arm, had a bullet removed
from a patch of muscle |USI
below the skin in his back and
already has begun his rehabilitation, lie could be released
from Merc] Hospital within a

couple of days,
Baldonado. 21, was able to
speak by phone to bis parents,
who live on a small island off
the roast ol Colombia, and an

aunt flew in from German) to sit
bedside, Teammates said he was
walking, laughing and In much

better spirits.
Kojo Mensahi a junior guard

who went through an unfriend
ly departure from Siena before
transferring
to
Duquesne,
was released from UPMC

Presbyterian on Tuesday night
Mensah, 21, was shot in an arm
and shoulder.
Some players were receiving counseling. Several players
have had trouble sleeping since

the shootings.
Duquesne announced yes
terday that Brittan) Innes. the
19-year-old i'enn i nils resident
ace used ol helping a group of
young men gel into the Black
Student union party Saturday
night, had been suspended
from school. She was arrested
Monday on charges of reckless
endangerment, carrying a fireai in without a license and criminal conspiiacv.

Sept. 23 at 1:00 pm
Doyt Perry Stadium

Noisemaker Day
presented by m p 11 p u
•Purchase Meijerbrand
macaroni or pasta
• Bring either to the game for $9
tickets'at the gate.
•Nearly 50% OFF the regular
ticket pricel
'Limit 4 per box

NATION
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MURDER
From Page 5
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APPHOIO

SPINACH: Luke GiHing. produce manager at ihe Cream of the Crop grocery market
in Oceaniide. Calif, shows oH the store's supply o( Earthbound Farm Organic spinach
on Friday. Sept. 15.2006. A California natural foods company was linked Friday to a
nationwide E coli outbreak that has killed one person and sickened nearly 100 others.

E. coli outbreak in spinach
spreads, totaling 23 states
By Andrew Bridges
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The E. coli
outbreak spread lo two more
slates yesterday, and investigators reported finding contaminated spinach in Ihe
refrigerator of one victim.
The outbreak has sickened at least I4f> people In
23 stales, according to the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. One person
has died and 76 others have
been hospitalized, some with
kidney failure.
In a break that could help
isolate the source of Ihe outbreak, New Mexico's public
health laboratory isolated I
coli from an opened package of spinach, ihe CDC said.
Spinach had only been the
suspected source of the bacteria, based on interviews
with victims.
The package came from
the refrigerator of a patient
who ale some of the spinach
before becoming ill. The New
Mexico laboratory completed
"ONA fingerprinting" tests
late Tuesday, and state and
federal officials then matched
it to the strain of the bacteria
— E. coli 0157:H7 — implicated in the outbreak.
Thai find could help
investigators narrow their
hunt for the source of the
contamination to a specific
producer or processor.
Information on the source
and brand of the tainted spinach found in New Mexico was
not immediately available.

Meanwhile, EDA inspectors began visiting California
farms this week, seeking signs
of past Hooding or cases in

which contaminated surface
areas had come into contact
with crops.
They also were looking for
potential sources of bacteria
inside packing plants.
California produces 74 percent of the nation's fresh spinach crop. The Salinas Valley
accounts for roughly threequarters of the state's share,
and it has been the focus of
the investigation. The area
has links to two of ihe companies that have recalled fresh
spinach products: Natural
Selection foods and River

Ranch Fresh Foods.
Also yesterday, Arizona
and Colorado joined the list of
states reporting E, coll cases.
The oilier states are
California,
Connecticut.
Idaho, Illinois, Indiana.
Kentucky, Maine, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska. New
Mexico. Nevada, New York.
Ohio. Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Utah,
Virginia,
Washington, Wisconsin and
Wyoming. Wisconsin has
reported the most casts, as
well as the lone death.
Among those sickened. 71
percent were women. Among
those victims who could provide a date, they reported falling sick between Aug. la and
Sept. 5, according to the CDC.
Officials continued to recommend consumers not eat
fresh spinach.

The picture shows a couple who appear to be in their
30s. with the man leaning his
arm on the woman's shoulder.
Investigators did not say whether the woman in the picture was
the victim.
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement spokesman Carl
Rusnok said agents believe RubiNava is an illegal immigrant
from Mexico.
Neighbors discovered the
woman's body before dawn. I ler
I.ice was unrecognizable and
an orange tow rope was around
her neck, said Nancy Eolcy, who

lives nearby.

An autopsy indicated the
woman died of asphyxiation
and head injuries from being
dragged.
The I rail of blood led from
Interstate 25 to the woman's
body, which was found on a
street lined with large ranchstyle homes on spacious lots.
Yesterday, h ighway crews spread
fresh tar over the roads to cover
the traces of blood.

ILLEGAL
From Page 5

Bush, in an interview with
CNN's Wolf Blitzer, said he would
sign a Iciu clmilding bill as part of
efforts to strengthen the border.
Hut he added, "1 would view this
as an interim step. I don't view
this as the final product And I
will keep urging |>eople to have a
comprehensive reform."
Senate Majority U'ader Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., said, "While I've
made it clear that I prefer a
comprehensive solution, I have
always said we need an enforcement-first approach to immigration reform."
Democratic leader Harry Reid
of Nevada countered, "We can
build the tallest fence in the world
and it won't fix our broken immigration system." To do that, he
said, "we need the kind of comprehensive reform that the Senate
passed eariier this year.''
The current bill wouldn't provide funding to cover costs of
the fencing and other barriers
aimed at preventing illegal entry.
About SI billion for the fencing
is likely to lx' included in a bill
for the 1 X'partment of I lomeland
Security that Congress is expected to approve before its scheduled adjournment next week for
the elections.

TRANS FAT
AND

PROUD

OF IT

BGSU Dining Services
brings you a healthier lifestyle
by cooking with Clear Valley"'oil.
Studies have shown that reducing trans fats,
as part of a low fat diet, improves
cholesterol levels and decreases the risks
for heart disease, stroke, and diabetes.
A simple change, over time,
can make a big difference.
Dining Services preparing you today,
for a healthier tomorrow.

DINING

u

SERVICES

Food With Character
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Suicide bombs main attack on troops
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By David Riling
The Associated Press
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Maj.C.en.W'illiamB.Caldvvell
also said Iraqi and American
troops were expecting violence
to increase during the Islamic
hcty month of Ramadan, which
begins lieu week.
The attacks against U.S.
troops were mostly carried
out by suicide car bombers or
roadside bombs. I le added that

_y__

■■

UAAAMUPJAM IAP PHOTO
LAST WALK: Iraqi carry the body ol their relatives for burial, killed in the various incidents
of violence on Monday, in Najal. 160 kilometers (100 miles) south of Baghdad. Tuesday. On
Monday, bombers and gunmen killed at least 41 people and injured dozens across Iraq, as
U N Secretary-General Kofi Annan in New York warned that Iraq was in "grave danger" of
collapsing into civil war. and urged the government to do more to foster national unity.
The news came alter the U.S.
military announced the deaths
ni loin other soldiers In Iraq.
One was killed Tuesday by a
suicide car bombing, which USO
wounded two other soldiers.
toother two soldiers were killed
Sunday — one b] small arms fire
and I he other by a roadside bomb

1
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10
14
15
16
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19

Abu Hamza al-Muhajer.

20 "Car Talk" broadcaster

From Page 8
ket were closed yesterday but
were to reopen today

23 Formerly, formerly
24 Pan 2 of quip
29 Serialized segment
30
Paulo. Brazil

TERROR
From Page 8
to 10 suspected insurgents
In llelmand's Garmser clis
triit Tuesday, a NATO statement said. There were no
NATO casualties.
Afghanistan has been suffering its heaviest insurgent
attacks since the Taliban
regime was toppled In late
2001. On Monday, three
bombings killed at least
19 people, including four
Canadian soldiers.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The Aha. Una.

There was also hope that a
new regime could more eflec
lively address an Islamic insurgency in the south that has
resulted in more than 1.700
deaths in the last two \ cars

22 Make haste

sad yesterday it wj extend the mandate of peacekeer^lorKfiDarfur though the end of the year,
ensung that rtemftoral trocps wj reman r th?
war-torn Sudanese provree for now.
The United Nations wl provde material and
kxjsK support to the meson, though Sudan is

Sondhi, a 59-year-old
Muslim in a predominantly

stl resisting demands that the UN take over the

Buddhist country, had proposed several weeks ago
opening talks with the separatists, but Thaksin's government vehemently opposed

Blase Compaore. head of the AU Peace and

misson from the AU. said Burkina Faso President
Security Council
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PC key
Frasier Crane's brother
Rich kid in "Nancy"
Caresses
Part 3 of quip
Part of a hammerhead
Assert

52 Accumulate, as gas
on liquid surface
53 Body's trunk
54 Construction piece
55 Feudal lord
56 More despicable
57 Harden
63 Hamm or Farrow
65 Brief life story
66 Psyche division
67 Tibetan beast

24
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28
33
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38

Army vehicles
Surprise win
Judgments
Subordinate to
Prohibit
Gabor sister
Cut off
Smallest amount
Canine tether
Way to have corned
beef
40 Remained
42 Call to mind
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Start of Jamie Lee Curtis quip
Flotilla units
Indian nanny
Confess
Bicycle part
Bathe
Info
Sermonize
Bread buy

June celebrant
Reproductive cells
-_ as a Stranger"
Banjo sounds
Infrequent
That girl
Pocatello's place
Barbecue's place
Makes smooth
Lifter's shout
New Zealand native
Nautical command

13 Judges weight by lift- 45 Old name for Tokyo
47 Corporate A.K.A.s
ing
50 Had dinner
21 Menial worker
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ACROSS

in Baghdad. A fourth soldier,
assigned to a medical task force,
died Monday of non-combat
related injuries In the capital.
I lie rise in attacks against
American forces came after
a threat issued Sept. 7 by Abu
Ayyoub al-Masri, also known as

WORLD
BRIEFS

ELECTIONS

U

LB"

^H

the number of killings by death
squads also had increased in
thepast week.
The military said a U.S. soldier was killed yesterday by
small arms fire in northeastern Baghdad and that another
American soldier was killed by
a roadside blast northeast of
Baghdad on Tuesday.
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from al-Qaida In Iraq's loader
to targe) American forces, the
top U.S. military spokesman
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BAGHDAD — Attacks against
U.S. troops have increased followingacall earlier this month
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Used a hand signal
Bern's river
Want
Diplomatic office
Part 4 of quip
NYC theatrical award
Fastener
Ed.'s work pile
Grass stalk

62
64
68
69

In a vertical line
Follow orders
Palm type
Unworldly

70
71
72
73

Latvian capital
Portent
Dismal
End of quip
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1432 E. Wooiter, BG

(419) 352-4663
■Jeliviry available
Hoan: Ham - 9pm Mondiy Saturday
Dalinry llam-9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

The decision was made «i a morning meeting
of the AU body also attended by U N SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan and Sudanese President

such a move.

Personals

Help Wanted

For Rent

SEMESTER UNLIMITED TANNING
$59.00
CAMPUS TAN - 352 7889

Exotic Dancers.
No experience needed: will tram.
Call alter 8pm 1-877 258-2764

" Avail Now Rms low as $225 Mo.
Also units starting!-! 07 s 07-08
S.Y. @cartyrentals com. or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm

JOIN US FOR LUNCH
IN THE GREENERY
AT THE UNION

Looking lor energetic college student to work p t. cleaning residential
and commercial. Flexible hrs. Own
trans Hiring immed. Please call Lisa
at Emaco Cleaning 419-265-9688

Omar al-Bashr When al-Bashr left about halfway
through, he withheld comment except to shout

BG

"No!" when a reporter asked if he wwU alow the
U N. to take control ol the peacekeepers

NEWS

An underfunded African Unon force in Dariur

MINISTER

has been largely unable to stop the volerxe o

Classified Ads

Darfur. Both the AU and the U N. Security Council

419-372-6977

have called for the UN. with its deeper pockets
and better resources, to run the mission.

From Page 8

i he iw. Nei
■dve*

For now. the AU misson wf be rerrforced and

Abe will push his vision
of a country freed from the
restraining legacy oflVorldMiir
II. in which 'lokyo's attempt at
regional dominance left lapan
and much oi Asia in ruins.
Abe, for instance, supports revisionist history textbooks that teach Students
to take pride in their nation
rather than focus on the dark
accounts of lapanese atrocities iuid aggression. 1 le is also
a proponent rji the Yasukuni
war shrine, which honors war
criminals among the country's
war dead.

infused w* U N. support vath bgisfcs an) mate-
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rial, Compaore said
"Sudan s disposed to work with the United
Natjons."hesaid

l|1rlU.\,vvwrM,'.1.|l,.ni:l1tl.i.lll|Lil,.
il.siiiritnitu in irii-c.tiv idwrtlMtlWIH
Mud .is iboM bund M ba dtfaiiMory
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MM i" nttuii
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The Unted Nations and many rights groups
say that fighting between rebels and government-backed mditias in Darfur has killed more
than 200.000 people and displaced 25 million

Campus Pollyeyes.
what BG's lamous lor1
352-9638

s«e2005
Yet aTBashir denes there is a major humanitar-

el

ian disaster there, and said Tuesday that human
rights groups have exaggerated the cms in Darfur
in a bid for more money.
"The rxture that volunteer orgaruahons try to
gw in order to solicit more assistance and more
aid have given a negatra? result." Omar aTBashir
toU a news conference.

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations* Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel.com of
call 1-800-648-4849. Great group
discounts.

134 W. Wooster
352-0528
Welcome Back!
Only Chinese
Restaurant Downtown!

iinagcment I

Ms

Running Specials

Visit Online
wvrw.meccabg.com
*

riTERnET
f£RVIC£<'
living Mine

Bowling Green

or call 419.352.3568

High Speed DSL
only $29.95 per mo

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts.
10X2 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

r««ii<rfd

DELIVERY

{Y atms/fl- {X s/r< mnA

DIME IN

»«n.i jnnik.'.ciHii

Tonights Movie
Students Pau

(PO-11) (1'5PM 4 20PW 7 15PM IIOISJPM

$

kvcrywM* Hara (O) iiMPH * <4M> r •(»«■ mxrw

3.50

Thursdays Movies Onto
■*

TniM «((tno- Sal 4 Son on*, Tmwt m |) Shoo Tr*i
Fn S«. Sun only
MuWM 17lopurcni«ah»aMivMKO>mp4t-iMb«
tw*r>l or tagal guannan

Garage for 1 vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Momenis from BG

Sl*p Up(K-13) 409PM. 705PM
Wlckw MM, Th* (K-13) 7 20PM
Cov»n.>r« Th«j iPO-1 J| 4 20PM. 7 19PM (1019)PM
evwyorMB Hf*o (O) 4 10PM. 7 10PM. (10 20JPM

■Minns-ill

7:059:30

BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS IPO)
740950
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (»>
7 20 9 40

Wntffria 6
MOVIIH

(iraceland
(Urad Students)
212 S. Church

2 bdrm 1 bath 1 car garage

Air condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown

41>.(-28bl

IPCI

7:10 910
7 10 910
7:20 930

LITTLE MANlPG-111
CLICK IPO-Ill
7:00 920
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION IP0-11I7 00 9 20
CARS:,,
7 00920

Affordable 1 bdrm.. quiet & cozy.livmg room, fireplace, kitchen. $395
mo plus electric 419-654-5716.
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking tor Spr Sem Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A'C. central heat, breaklasl
bar. hi-spd cable & inlernet incld. in
renl $650 mo. 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu
EVERY THURSDAY
FIRST HOUR AT THE PUB
Half Off Food
5pm-6pm
BLACKSWAMP PUB
Cozy, quiet 1 bdrm apt in BG
$455mo No sec. dep no util
For more info call 419-352-9979.
Deluxe 1 bedroom lurnished apt on
Manville near Ihe water lower Available immediately 419-352 5239
Ivywood Apartments
Theresa Fry
419-352-7691

1996 Sebnng LXI. Sunroof.
all power, many updates
Priced to sell Call 353-7397

Male has furnished room for renl
with freedom of house to a clean,
near and honest student. $200 deposit $250 rent 419-354-6117.

THURSDAY
FLATBREAD SALADS

Birthday ol the Ice Cream Cone
Celebrate with us September 22
@the Kreischer SunDial

Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

Featuring All Day
ICE CREAM SPECIALS

APARTMENTS
For Rent
839 Seventh Street, Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher. $395.00 per month
deposit $395.00 Lease to 8/4/07
7SSM»nviHe,Apt.9
Two bedroom unfurnished apt. Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refundable deposit. Rent $425.00 per
month, deposit $425 00. For one
person. $490.00 per month, deposit
5490 00 for 2 people Lease to 8/4/07.
244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
5135.00 per month until 5/5/07

Rooms for rent on a month lo month
basis. Large bedrooms in small
town. Good lor ihe serious student
or someone not wanting the hassle
of finding sub-leasers 5350 month
all utilities included. Serious inquiries only. 419-352-9542 or e-mail
storres@bgsualumni.com.
Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts
have lots ol style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing availhurry in. this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

90S Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer.Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $800.00
per month Tenant pays utilities.
174S limerkk Shamrock VHaga
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One car garage. Limit 2
people Excellent Condition. $875.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.

• Patio
•Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
VHWITY IQUAHt

N

| GmuANf
1 ShoopnOn
1—J SoutriMdan

Ulllll MVIIM Ul M.\r...UI5HWSM.SOj

MONSTER HOUSE

cinemark.com

Management Inc.

rmiwiu in sr.m .MI snumiLso1

IHE ANT BULLY I PCI

0*KHronO«n9(r>01J)*OOPU 7 OOPM (lOOOJPM
UKMbUfllPO-U) 4 05PM 7 05PM |10M|PM

Portage Oh

ALL STADIUM SEATING

• GRIDIRON GANG IPC-13I
7 15 10:00
THE BLACK0AHLI«|R|
710950
EVERYONE'S HERO id
7 30935
• THE COVENANT [PG-131
7 00 9 20
THE WICKER MAN (P6-13I
7 009:30
INVINCIBLE .PG
7 00930
ACCEPTED IPO-13,
7 451000
STEP UPiPG I3i
7 10940
W0R10 TRADE CENTER (PG-131 7009:45
IALLA0EGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY

la**. Two fit) H20PM 4 19PM I 20PM [1015PM

Findlav Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apis

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

MM VMM '"'

Management Inc.

<H>6IM1.KSI \ll DKIVF
I \il i.^torncruf I-" and Ht J14
i'.. 1 i- 1
.,...,I..1.I. f»r 1,1, 11.,I...
1 ■.■ • 11.--. nr amatl Kriiups
1 -II for tnr..rm*ll..n

long 1*011)

2 tickets lor Ihe OSU vs BG football
game. Section B. 50 yard line.
$350 each. 419-666-1465.

519 Wist WMSItr IlKllai Crtll

GREAT
ATMOSPHERE

tf

For Sale

GUITAR amp Peavey XXL Head
Marshall 4x12 Cab Electric guitar
Ephiphone G-400. 419-966-0585.

www.dacnr.nBl

PICKUP

161 5outh Main Stnfl

PART-TIME BARTENDER
Pick up application at
1163 N. Main Si Eagles Club

Call 353 5800

QRIEAT TOOD

I,
m
g |J

Myles Baker Street, a new pastry
shop close to campus, is hiring lull
time and part time counter help
EARLY mornings, afternoons, and
weekends Accepting applications at
Myles Dairy Oueen 434 E Wooster
St 419-494-4468
'BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.

Air Conailion/Washer/

VR

All positions available. Kitchen, wail
stall, etc Stop in lor more into. Red
Lobster 1422 S Reynolds,
Maumee

2006/2007

CHINA
VILLAGE

* w/ Student ID

11 30 - 2
Monday - Friday

3 bdrm. house, 1 block Irom shuttle.
Garage. A/C. WD hookup NO
PETS. $750 S util 419-353-8208.

mgeme nt Ii|

or check website
www.meccaba.coi
>r complete listing

All Available Immediatley
NO PETS!

JOHN INEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
SIOE.

woosn

K

Mm 11

i u KOSS IHDM i M o nun

CALL: 4 19-354-2260

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 til
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Italian Subs
12 inch
•Starter-$3 25/55.75
lean ham, hard salami
and provolone cheese

Hurdler $3 25/55 75
vegetarian with provolone
and swiss cheese

OVER 28 YEARS OF GREAT PASTA AND SUBS

352-4663

fax: 373-0504
1432 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
Hours: 11am -9pm Monday -Saturday
Closed Sunday
www.dibenedettos.com

•Pacer -$3.25/55.75
ham with swiss cheese

•Sprinter $3.25/55.75
All breast of turkey

•Runner

$3 25/55.75

tuna

Free All Day Delivery
Above subs start with your choice of mayo, lettuce,
tomato, onion hot peppers and Italian dressing

2-12""Suhs"for $10
Expires 10/5/06

RKSTAURANT(illll)K2006
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f^L5 CAD.
QDOBA MEXICAN GRILL

menu

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO LOVE AT QDOBA?~

All our burritos start with cilantro lime rice and your choice of black or ptnto beans (no
beam on Fajita Burritos). topped with your choice of salsa and cheese or sour cream

Is it how we've created new flavor combinations you'd
never expect from a Mexican restaurant? Or the way
you can order just what you want? Or that our rule is
the fresher the ingredients, the fresher the flavor?
Maybe it's our Q-cash card.
It's your ticket to all the freshest flavors that Qdoba
has to offer, from big burritos to taco salads to our
3-Cheese Queso. The card is reloadable, so you can use
it to your heart's content, because adding more value
is easy. Just visit your local Qdoba and increase the
balance to the tune of $10 (minimum) on up.
It could be our Q-to-Go Taco. Nacho or Naked
Burrito® Hot Bars-which include everything you'll
need to party (or tailgate) with twenty or even a
gazillion of your closest friends. And setup is a snap!
M/hatever your reason, make sure you sign up for the
Qdoba card- every timeyou enjoy your fresh Qdoba
favorites, you earn points towards a FREE entree!
' fact is, Qdoba Mexican Grill is a whole different
experience. Unique flavors made in fresh ways. Come
on in and try us. you'll never think of Mexican the
same way again.
What are you going to love at Qdoba?™

FREE FOUNTAIN DRINK

QDOBA SIGNATURE BURRITOS
Original flavors you won t find
anywhere else, all made to order
Poblano Pesto Burrlto
Marinated grilled chicken with our
Poblano pesto sauce of roasted poblano
peppers, cilantro. almonds and pine nuts
Qu«SO Burnto
Our incredible 3-Cheese Queso wrapped
with marinated galled chicken or steak
Chicken Mole Burrilo
Marinated grilled chicken topped with
our rich and slightly spicy Mole sauce
(pronounced "moh-lay~)
F.ijii.1 Ranchera Burrfto
Grilled chicken or steak, red onions
and bell peppers, served with our
zesty Ranchera sauce (no beans)
Grilled Vegetable Burrlto
Fresh grilled red pepper, yellow squash and
zucchini saufeed in a flavorful garlic herb
seasoning
Seatoned Shredded Beef Burrlto
Marinated beef slow-roasted to tender
perfection with our own blend of
traditional seasonings

GRILLED QUESADILLAS
All Quesadillas come with sides of fresh
guacamole. sour cream and choice of salsa
Cheese Quetadllla
A blend of white cheddar and montereyjack
cheeses with fresh pico de gallo
Chicken Quesadilla
Marinated grilled chicken and pico de gallo
Steak Quetadllla
Marinated grilled steak and pico de gallo
TACOS
Soft flour or crispy corn tortillas, grilled
meals or vegetables, lettuce, salsa and
sour cream or cheese
Chicken or Ground Sirloin
Steak
Shredded Beef
Gritted Veggies
Vegetarian
TACO SALADS
Crispy flour tortilla bow! filled with
shredded romaine. black bean corn salsa.
picante ranch dressing and sour cream
Chicken or Ground Sirloin
Steak
Shredded Beef
Grilled Veggies
Vegetarian

Chicken Burrlto
■ • chicken marinated tn our special
adobo spices and grilled fresh

3-CHEESE NACHOS
Our homemade rortilla chips smothered in
l .- Queso. beans, sour cream and salsa
Chicken or Ground Sirloin
Steak
Shredded Beef
Grilled Veggies
Vegetarian

Steak Burrlto
Lean beef marinated in our special
adobo spices and grilled fresh

TORTILLA SOUP (seasonal;
Bowl
Trio (soup, taco. regular drink)

Fajita Claitica Burrlto
Grilled chicken or steak, sweet red
onions and bell peppers (no beans)

KIDS MEAL
.nth small soft drink and side of chips
Taco or Cheese Quesadilla
Chicken Quesadilla

BURRITOS
Made to order just how you like it. with
onlv ihe finest, freshes' ingredients

Ground Sirloin Burrlto
Lean ground sirloin seasoned with
authentic Mexican spices
Vegetarian Burrlto
A cilantro lime rice, bean and
guacamole burrito~JOO% vegetarian
Prefer forks to fingers? Order any above
burnto served in a bow! with an optional
tortilla on the side

CHIPS and DIPS
Chips and Salsa
Chips and Salsa (small side)
Chips and Guacamole
Chips and Warm 3-Cheese Queso
Guacamole (side)
Warm 3-Cheese Queso (side)
EXTRAS FOR YOUR ENTREE
Guacamole
Warm 3-Cheese Queso

With the purchase of any entree
and valid College ID

BOWLING GREEN
129 South Main Street
4-19.353.7200
www.qdoba.com

MEXICAN GRILL
What are you going to love at Qdoba?

Qdoba'. Qdoba Mencan QnT, Naked Burnto' and Olo-Go'. are all registered trademarks ol me Odooa Resistant Corporation O2006 What are you going to love at Qdoba?' s a
trademark of (be Qdoba Restaurant Corporation ©2000
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Spice Up Your Mondays!
U&M
SPICEALICIOUS
ROSSFORD
9886 Olde US 20 • 873-0696

Enjoy a double order of chicken, steak or combo
fajitas (enough for two) for just $12!

TOLEDO
4801 Talmadge Rd. • 472-7688
HOLLAND
6505 Centers Dr. • 866-8781

Regular price $20.99.

Frosty, 10 oz. Top Shelf or Caribbean
Margaritas are only $2.50.*
*Must be at least 21 years of age to consume alcohol.
Fajitas available every Monday 11 a.m. to close. $2.50 margaritas end at 9 p.m.

I
■i

Catfish Dinner
Let the Colonel
Cater your
Whether planning
a
wedding reception
next event!
or a game day
tailgate party, a
bucket of the
Colonel's
Original Recipe™
is perfect for any
occasion.

Career Opportunities!
Apply today for full or
part time opportunities.
Why would you want to work anywhere else?

All Day and
Evening
Wednesday's
Only!

orJU

*
*
*
*
*

Meal includes:
Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
Crispy Fries
XHushpuppies
Crumblies

$p9

L°NC
3ohN

Bowling Green KFC & Long John Silver's
1020 North Main St. 352-2061

liKSTAin ANT (il'IDK'>()()()
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feast your eyes on our mouthwatering
•election of low-fat. high
sandwiches, each with
6 grams of fat or less.
Enjoy a different
one every day
of the week!

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
Counting carbs doesn't mean you have
to give up taste. Try our delicious
wraps and see for yourself.
Make any &inch Sub a Wrap.

www.subwav.com

1
^£?
subs.

Mmmm...Origna\,

Chicken & Bacon Ranch

irrevstihle SUBWAY'dasslcs...
piled high with your

■

favorite fixings.
Gtnch

Savory Turkey Breast ;;-•Savory Turkey Breast & Ham 9«o
Oven Roasted Chicken Breast
Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki
lenyt*i Glazed Ch«»en Bieasi Stnps MB' Sweet Onon Sauce

Honey Mustard Ham

-.r.

Roast Beef g-.-e
Subway Club® .—

S 3.69

S 5.69
S 5.69

S3.89

SS£9

S3.99

S5 99

ite.famaifles.lv.-

S4.49

Veggie Delite
Classic Tuna

S 3.89

Subway Seafood Sensation

t--

Subway Scafooc s^riir on s .i pmcessed seaiooo
nd cob Urn]

Customizing your SUBWAY" sandwich means well make it
anyway you want It. So feel free to ask for extra cheese or
bacon on your sub.
■

S3.69

n/a

n/a

Hum, Saiami. Bo'Ogna (a" rurSey (used)

S3.29

SS29

Spicy Italian

S3.69

S5.69

Pizza

S3\29

SSi9

Buffalo Chicken

S3.89

$539

And discover SUBWAr tor catering.
It witi make a big hit at your next,
party, tailgate or office lunch
Donl forget the drinks.
cNps and cookies.

Cold Cut Combo

r

Extras

Meatball Marmara .?
Meatbafe ** Uaanaia Sauce and Oites*

Counting carts or «W grams? Court on SUBWAY" for the best
tasting salads. Each one is made with the freshest ingredients.

Kalian B.M.T.

S3.89

Owse. Uppeon t«w SaBf"" a-tori
Chipobe Southwest Cheese Steak c^>
OTOC.S«»OX«I1« »m! Hwc-sn* OwmSnmiaSaw

Topped oft with a tangy dressing ^-g^^^^m
tor a highly satisfying meal.
«■■

$3.89

$539

S3.89

S5.89

S3.99

S5.99

1

Make any Sinch Sub a Salad. <

bunt sub omen stould be placed 24 nour* in auVaKe
Owjnl sub and platei order, TOJ roouiir a deposil

Turkey Breast Ham & Bacon Mett &
Chicken & Bacon Ranch

S 4.49 S 6.49

S 4.89

Grilled Chicken Breast & Baby Spinach s-«
I It.lli.llr.W'li'.lt.
Ii Slyfc' Roll u> Wrjp

QKWn tVeast Sttips. Baby Spnacb. tomatoes Glries. ShredrJed Carnifc
Wed Llmono. Cucunttefs and Green Peppers

1

:. you're at SUBWAY? so you can afford the little
extras that complete your meal!

Drinks

S 1.39

S 2.00

S 0.25

S 0.50

S 26.45

starttnKae

5 39.00

Enhance the tlawr of youi (avonlc sandwich by adding
one of our delicious sauces Oil. Vinegar Mustard.
Mayonnaise, tight Mayonnaise. Ovpoue South*est SauctW-^
Sweet Onion Sauce. Honey Mustard Sauce. tH
Cartj-Conscious Ranch

S 329

Subway Club®*™

■ (JtU^&B •

S 1.00

Veggie Delite®**

torkey, Ham. Roast Beef kebefKlcfluce.6aby Spmacr-. forrvators. Orwev
yiredfled Canoes. Red Owns. Cucumbers, and Green Peppers

e made wliti youi «.IKHCV of chouse, red onmns lettum
, IMCMM ft**n pepper.. |*UtpCto<,. nbvi%. <«iii »id ptvcci

J

'

ima. iceberg Lemee, Creese. Baby Sptnatfi tomatoes. Otws. Sfcredded Carrots.
Red Onons, Curumbert, and Gwen F%pper>

«<3%/

$1.59

S 0.39
$1.00
$3.89

Chips

$0.89

S 4.99

• 4.69

Customize Your
fh>Wi Mafue Mea/

>

4<M a 21 oz. Drinfc and
four Choice or Chips
OR 2 Cookies

•<..'.Cookies

SUBWAY" packs extra helpings of taste and tun
Into the— nutritious meals kids love.

Classic Tuna "unfe..

J^BJBMMT jo«

M

Ulncti
S 1.00

Box Lunch (6" suh. chip

IcewrR ifTucf. Baby Spnacn tomatoes, dws.
Snredded Carrots. Red Oraorts. Cucumbers, and Green Peppers

•SZBiVl

6mcfi
S 0.50

1

CMM Ban Sun Mow* Cheddar OKM. Barxn. Red QIAUIO .
hiTMio^ Grevn FVpper. and Otfws MV C<tt> CCISCIOUS Raixfi

««J^p> .. <aMLw>»

Bacon
Double Meat
Extra Cheese
Catering
Platters
Giant Subs

Cheese Steak
Cfwse. Stea« ux»ed *, Oncro & Upper.

S4.49

Classic Tuna"Tia»>.

S3.69 ss.69

When you have a craving tor a hearty
meal, nothing hits the spot like
substantial selections, made,
tntth and served hot to
satisfy your apoetHe.

S4.49

Savory Turkey Breast tlw

s 3.69 s 5.69
S 849

S4.49

t

Hjppeis and (*vw «* Ctuwc^ • I m ■

What » you have today?

bia. Oiocsc. Red CnoN lime taunts. IWaes. Cftui fttws Jfd Okcs

I it* I ..- ! V.IHSW

:>..»»•.
.

Turkey Breast & Bacon Melt "Jiai

12 Inch

S 3.69

■

854 S. Main
419-354-2608
1234 N Main
419-352-7279

Add S200
J
524 E. Wooster
Accepting at a// 4
419-352-8500
Subway locations:
131 W. Gypsy Ln.
All Major Credit
419-353-1630
Cards

'Prices are subject to change without notice
Subway 19 a registered trademark o( DAI.

96 ^3 ^^ 5

Kids' Pak' Includes: Fresh Deli-Style Sandwich,
Fruit Roll Ups Fruit Snack, Minute Maid
100% Juice Fruit Punch & Toy!
s 3.39

Deli-Style Sandwiches
Ham
Classic Tuna
Savory Turkey Breast
Roast Beef

s 2.29
s 2.29
s 2.29
s 2.29

|{i:STAl!IUNT(illl)K2()(K)
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Niwr Otvc SPicm
2 Medium Pizzas

cheese & one Topping

s

9pm to close
additional toppings $1.00 each (covers both)
limited time
excludes other offers
BG store only

/a°° -£"

Marco's Menu
419-353-00441
=
FREE DELIVERY
CALL STORE FOR PRICES

__

X

_

1045 N Main St. Bowline Green

SPiCtALTV PfZZAS
Deluxe Pizza-Cheese, Pepperoni. Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Onions, Italian Sausage & Extra Cheese
All Meat Pizza - Cheese, Pepperoni. Italian Sausage, Ham, Bacon & Extra Cheese
Chicken Club Pizza - Cheese. Grilled Chicken, Bacon, Onions, Tomatoes & Cheddar Cheese
Hawaiian Chicken Pizza - Cheese. Ham, Chicken. Bacon, Pineapple & Extra Cheese
White Cheezy Pizza-Butter Garlic Sauce with 3 Blended Cheeses, Bacon, Onions, Tomatoes & Feta Cheese
Garden Pizza - Cheese. Mushrooms, Black Olives. Onions. Sliced Tomatoes & Feta Cheese
BBQ Chicken Pizza - Seasoned Grilled Chicken. Bacon. Onions. Cheese & BBQ Sauce

TOPPWGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pepperoni • Italian Sausage • Ham
Bacon • Ground Beef • Mushrooms
Grilled Chicken • Green Peppers
Fresh Onions • Black Olives
Banana Peppers • Fresh Tomatoes
Pineapple • Anchovies • Feta Cheese
Roasted Red Peppers • Green Olives

CRUST STYUS
• Original Classic Crust
• Crispy Thin

Stoes
• Garlic Butter Dipping Sauce
• Ranch Dipping
• Banana Peppers
1st Side with Pizza FREE.
Additional Sides A0( Each.
Ask About Our FREE

P/ZZA CRUST TOPPERS
• Butter Garlic
• Parmesan Cheese
• Roma

FRCSH BAKED

Sues

Italian Sub - Salami, ham, cheese, onions,
tomatoes, banana peppers & Italian dressing
Steak & Cheese Sub - Steak, cheese, mushrooms &
mayo
Ham & Cheese Sub - Extra ham. cheese & mayo
Chicken Club Sub - Chicken breast strips, cheese,
tomatoes, bacon & mayo
Veggie Sub - Mushrooms, green peppers, onions,
black olives, Cheddar cheese, tomatoes & Italian
dressing
Pizza Melt Sub - Extra pepperoni, cheese & pizza
sauce
Italian Sausage Sub - Chunks of savory Italian
sausage, green peppers, mushrooms, cheese &
pizza sauce

CHEEZY BREAD
Fresh-baked bread strips with 3 kinds of cheeses
& garlic butter; topped with Parmesan & Roma
Seasoning. Served with a side of pizza sauce &
Ranch dipping sauce.

MARCOS CH/CKM IVWGS
10 chicken wings served Classic Buffalo Style or
with Tangy BBQ.

MARCO'S SALAD
Crisp lettuce, pepperoni, tomatoes, banana
peppers, black olives, Feta cheese. Cheddar
cheese & Italian dressing
BEVERAGES
Coke Products
20-oz. or 2-Liter
©2005 the Coca-Cola Company

C/A/A/ASQUARES
Fresh baked & buttery-topped with cinnamon
sugar. Complete with a side of vanilla icing.

LARGE PfZZA
Cheese & one topping
additional toppings $1.25 each
limited time
excludes other offers
BG store only
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K-rHrf TROTTERS TAVERN ^ TROTTERS TAVERN „.'#£ TROTTERS TAVERN ,-'#f TROTTERS TAVERN M

BC.S.U. STUDENTS LOVE
TROTTERS BECAUSE
"IT IS MORE FUN TO EAT IN THE TAVERN
THAN TO DRINK IN A RESTAURANT."

FEATURING OUR BROWN JUC STEAK DINNER
THIS IS ONE STEAK YOU'LL NEVER FORGET.

Before your dinner, try one of many unique and delicious appetizers, such as:
BIO DADDY PEPPER WINGS, ROASTED AIOLI, SPICY STEAMED SHRIMP,
PEANUTTI REFRIES, TAVERNOLI, and our FAMOUS SCOTCH EGGS.

Not quite ready to indulge in a steak? You're sure to find another dish
to satisfy your appetite for delicious food. Try Trotters
ORIGINAL HOT BROWN, OPA KOTTA, CHICKEN CAESAR SALAD,
BIGGIE PORTOBELLO, GIGANTIC 1/2 LB BURGER OR ONE OF OUR
TROTTERS WRAPS OR SALADS.
TROTTERS TAVERN, LOCATED AT 119 N. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN.
OPENS AT 5:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

PHONE: (419) 352-5895
■ONE CANNOl IIVE WtIL, LOVE WELL. OR SLEEP WELL (OR STUDY WELL) UNLESS ONE HAS DINED WELL.

^TROTTERS TAVERN ^TROTTERS TAVERN $jj[ TROTTERS TAVERN M TROTTERS TAVERN ^
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.SJJ.
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

353-7272

■ ■ We Accept Visa & Mastercard HI ^

CALL FOR OTHER SPECIALS
U

Beat The Clock"

Large 1 Item Pizza

-7272
BETWEEN 5-7 P.M.
No Coupon Necessary, No Limit

The time you call is the price you pay
for a Large One Topping Pizza!!!

*&>

- Not valid with any other otter Valid only at parl«ciptiling
locations Customer pays aU applicable sales lax
Additional loppings e.tr.i

Pickup « Delivery. N" Deliver) Charge
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Hungry for a little of this or
maybe a little of that?
Try the Greenery's 'Souper'Salad Bar only $6.95
All you care (o cat Featuring an Italian Feast on
Mondays and a Mexican Fiesta on Wednesdays.

Maybe you would prefer one of our classic dishes
such as the Caribbean Chicken Salad.
A fresh blend of lettuce, mandarin oranges, raisins, cherry tomatoes
and toasted almonds topped with a Caribbean grilled chicken breast
and served with out homemade mandarin dressing.

Are you more adventurous?
Why not build your own sandwich, wrap, salad or pasta dish
from our 'create your own' selection menu?
Create just what you are hungry for at lunch.

Come dine with us on the second floor
of the Student Union.
WE ACCEPT FLEXFUNDS, BG 1, BIG CHARGE, CREDIT CARDS AND CASH.

Escape School and Class Work
and Enjoy a Great Dining
Experience With Us.
Come and experience our
new Tuscan inspired environment.
Check out our Weekly Specials which will make you think you are truly in Italy.

We still offer our traditional favorites.
Such as our New York Strip Steak and I lomemade Spinach Artichoke Dip.

Come dine with us in the northwest corner
of McDonald facing Offenhauer.

WE ACCEPT MEAL PLANS, BG 1, BIG CHARGE. CREDIT CARDS AND CASH.

RESTAURANT GUIDE 2006
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BOWLINC CREBNSOniCINAL SANDWICH SHOP SINCE 1985

(&MISTER SPOTS
<*.„**' PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES & BUFFALO CHICKEN WINCS

STEAK SANDWICHES

BUFFALO WINGS

SIGNATURE DEU SANDWICHES

PHILLY ORIGINAL
575/6.75 dbl
STEAK SUPREME.
5.85/6.85 dbl
STEAK HOAGIE
6.25/7.25 dbl
FIRE STEAK
5.85/6.85 dbl
ALL STEAK SANDWICHES COME SERVED ON A HOAGIE ROLL
WITH GRILLED ONIONS. PEPPERS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

ONE DOZEN.
5.75
TWO DOZEN.
10.00
FIFTY.
19.00
BLEU CHEESE S CELERY... .75
EXTRA SAUCE on SIDE
60

PARKWOOD.. (ROAST BEEE/HAM/TVRKEVAMERKAH)..4.50
KENSINGTON/HAN/SALAMI/TURKEr/AMERICAN) ..4.50
CHELTENHAM/CORNED BEEF/SAlAMI/TVRKEr/MUSTARD/SWISS)..4.50
TURKEY.
4.25
HAM.
4.25
CHICKEN SALAD.
4.50

EXTRAS

ALL SIGNATURE DEU SANDWICHES COME SERVED OH A KAISER ROLL.
WHITE. WHEAT OR RTE BREADS WITH MATO.PROVALONE.AMERICAN

HOAGIES
SPOTS SPEOALIOURBESTSELLER!
5.75
SPOTS ITALIAN (IMPORTED MEATS S CHEESE) 5.75
BUSTLETON/ROAST BEEF/SALAMI/TURKEr/MUSTARD/SWISS)..5.75
TURKEY HOAGIE
5.75
HAM HOAGIE.
5.75
ALL HOAGIES COME SERVED OH A HOAGIE ROU WITH
MAYO.PROVAIOHE CHEESE.LETTUCE.ONIONS, TOMATO.TOPPED WITH
OUVE OIL VINEGAR AND OREGANO OTHER MEATS AND CHEESE AVAIIABLE
ON REQUEST HIST ASA

HOAGIE FRYS.
2.00
PASTA SALAD.
1.00
POTATO SALAD.
1.00
BLEU CHEESES CELERY.... .75
CHIPS (DORITO, LAYS)
75
EXTRA SAUCE on SIDE
60
PICKLE.
75
EXTRA CHEESE.
25
EXTRA SALAD DRESSING... .25

FREE ON/OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

BEVERAGES
PEPSI.DIET PEPSI.MTN DEW.DR PEPPER, SIERRA
MIST, SLICE S ROOTBEER.
75
TWO LITERS
1.50
ICED TEAS.
1.50
JUICES
1.50
ICE COLD BEER DELIVERED ,7 DAYS A WEEK
CALL FOR BRANDS & PRICES
125 EAST COURT ST

BK Double Stacker

WHOPPER Sandwich

i

. IA1 OR GREATER VAIUE
I BURGER KING" resuji I .

DOWNTOWN

or SWISS CHEESE, IETTUCE,ONIOKS S TOMATO

.

Otic good only ul Ihe Mowing BURGER KIN'

1570 E. Wooslet, 1272 N Main St &
130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 1 30 S. Main St. • Bowling Green
M
Expires: 10/15/06

Expires: 10/15/06
rtng limn on* coupon pet tutromer per >inl Not good with
KiMutionj pleaw Caihreoemplion voli* l/100«

irpon before ordering bm>l 000 coupon per cuilomer pet vint No) good *
orner food utter No wbiMulions. ptaow Co*h redemption value 1/1004

419-352-SPOT

FREE BK Big Fish
i1 PURCHASE OF ONE Of EQUAL OR GREATER VAIUE
OnW good only ol Ihe Mowing BURGER KIN

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St &
«n .
1 1 30 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

|

Expires: 10/15/06

Pretenl coupon befor
ony other food offer

ring limit one coupon pe> cuitomer pei v>wt No" good wrth
ibiliiuhoni. pieaie Caiti redemption value 1/1004

~\

Double Cheeseburger

FREpifhicken Sandwich
■ IE OF ONE OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE
1.1 BURGER KIN

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St &
.^^
1 130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
SR I 130 S Main St. • Bowling Green

m

l^/lNG

Expires: 10/15/06

»#«•«( covoon tofoie oidenng 1 HTNI on* (.oopon pw luuwnei p* .ml Nol good wifc
jny o*er food oHef No wbtfi'ulioni. pkaw Cod) radMiplion value 1/ 1008

VISA

Expires: 10/15/06

p
'*ient coupon before ordering llmil one coupon per cuUomer per vmt Not good wi*
any other rood offer No subthrutions, please Cash redemption value 1/1004

FREE Croissan'wich
WHH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE
Offei good only a the Mowing BURGER KING" lestauranls

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
1130 S. Main St • Bowling Green
Expires: 10/15/06
»wn« coupon before ordenriij limit one coupon per customer per vi.il Not ■
iy other food offer No wbihtufconv pleose Coin redemption value 1/100*

PAY IT YOUR WAY™ □ til
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ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON. M_
IN 1983 TO ADO TO STUDENTS 6PA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

^vitvav loitjy,^

OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T OOURMCT AND
MV NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

Since.

H

Z SUB SANDWICHES

1

&—"W&**-

$4.7S
^M&'.SSK&C'S**

111 ol my tasty sun sandwiches are a lull t inches nf
homemade French bread. Iresh veggies and the lines!
meats t cheese I can bay! And If it matters In yau.
we slice everything Iresh everyday in this stere. right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat bare!)

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it I
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread ar my famous
homemade french breadl

PLAIN SLIMS™

#1 PEPE®
leal applewood smoked bam and pravalane chaata
garnished with lettuce, tamata. and mayo. (Awesome!)

Any Sub minus the vagglas and sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

#2 BIG JOHN®
Medium rare shaved raatt beat, tapped with yummy
maye. lettuce, and tamata. (Can't beat this anal)

#3 SORRY CHARLIE
Fresh housemade tuna, miied with celery, onions, and
our tasty saace. then topped with alfalfa sprauts.
cucumber, lettaca. and tomato (My tuna rocks!)

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
(east leaf
Tana salad
Turkay breast
Salami, capicala. chaasa
Double preveloaa

Low Carh Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM®
#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hot peppers, trust me!)

Sams ingredients and prica of the
sub or club without tha bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!'

k>

Several layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce,
tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not for vegetarians
only
peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.*

I BOX LUNCHES. PIAITIRS. PART IIS!

Raast beef. ham. prevolone. Dijon musterd. lettuce,
tomato. & mayo. (Here's to my old pal IMIy who
iavaated this great combo.)

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smakad ham. and
preveloaa cheese all tapped with lettace. tomato, anien.
maya. and oar homemade Italian vinaigratta.
(Yea hav'ta arder hat peppers, just askl)

- Giant chocolate chip er oatmeal raisin cookie .. . SI.30
SO.05

r Citra lead of meat

$1.25

r Extra cheese or eitra avecada spread

SO.10
S0.35

FREEBIES ISUBS s CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and eregana.

k fall 1/4 poaad ef freak sliced medium rare raast beef. '
prevolone. lettuce, tamata. a> maya. (It rocks!!!)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tens of lettuce, tamata. and mayo!
(» very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

.

#12 BEACH CLUB® &

* * * * JIMMYJOHNS.COM * * * *

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone. real avecada spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sproats. lettaca. tomata. & maya.
(Try it on my /grain whale wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is warld class!)

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN1"

S1.09/SI.29

* Hot Peppers

#8 BILLY CLUB"

Fresh baked turkey breast, prevolone cheese, avecada
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomata. and
maya! (It's tha real deal talks, and it ain't avaa California.)

• SIDE ITEMS •
■ Real potato chips or jumbe kosher dill pickle

»full 1/4 pound ef real applewood smoked ham. provolone I
cheese, lettaca. tamata. & real maya! (I real stack)

Dill VERY DRIERS will include a delivery
charge af 35c par item.

Bacon, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(The only better IIT is mama's IIT. this one rules!)

Soda Pop

*7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

Fresh sliced turkey breast, tapped with lettuce,
tamata. alfalfa sprouts, and mayo (The erigiaal)

#6 VEGETARIAN

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

This sandwich was inveated by
Jimmy John's brother Heey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato. & our homemade
Italian drossing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, temato. & mayo.
»n American classic, certainly net invented by J.J. bat
definitely tweaked aad fine-tuned ta perfactiaa!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our 03 Sorry Charlie except this one has a
lot more. Homemade tone salad, provolone. sprouts,
cucumber.lettuce. & tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!)

#16 CLUB LULU™
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomata. &
mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon dab)

m WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK "H"
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E WOQSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
2015 JIMMI JOHN'S FHINCHISi INC

111 BIGHTS RISIHVIO We Keseiti the ".it'll To Make any Minn Chanret

R.KSTAlIIUNT(illll)K2()(Mi
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Do what tastes right.
Try a delicious Combo Meal!
OLD FASHIONED

L HAMBURGERS J
Or check out our

Super Value Menu!
Or try one of our other great Super Value
Menu items including the new
Crispy Chicken Sandwich, Jr. Bacon
Cheeseburger, Medium French Fry,
Small Soft Drink, Small Frosty, 5 piece
Chicken Nuggets and much more!

Check out Wendy's catering
for your next party!

IMS
OtiAn
Open

BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION
7 days a week

Sunday - Saturday 10am-2am
419-728-0300 www.pertoria.com

